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ABSTRACT

WOMAN ARISE

POLITICAL WORK IN THE

WRITINGS OF LU DALTON

sheree maxwell bench
department of english
master of arts

in 1872 mormon plural wife educator and suffragist lucinda lee dalton began

comans exponent from her
writing fiery political essays and insightful poetry for the womans
small community in southern utah through her writings dalton endeavors to shape the

opinions of exponent readers by working within public discourse toward the goal of
equality for women

at times both optimistic

and troubled she uses the rhetorical

strategies of humor irony reason identification and persuasion to educate men and
women on disparities and to encourage women to participate actively in their own

crafting
emancipation she often engages in a dialogical process with other writers by grafting
both polemic and poetic responses to specific writings in order to work toward greater
insight on critical issues As an essayist dalton defends her religion calls for the

expansion of womens political and economic opportunities and asserts that the elevation

of women is crucial to achieving the potential of both sexes As a poet she is a
compelling writer who reveals in her poems her apprehensions and aspirations her faith
and feminism much of her poetry reflects the same commitment to reform that is clear
in her essays and she uses both genres do effective political work

this thesis uses a

pluralist approach to recover lu dalton as an important early mormon writer it
articulates her merit as a representative voice by evaluating the historical context and
rhetorical function of her published writings in which she actively calls for broad societal
reform writing on womens roles political rights and relationship with god and men
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introduction
A great work of mormon literature will be like all great works of literature it will
be one that makes me wrestle with my beliefs and which stimulates me by the
example of the authors own effort to recreate
re create my own life on surer grounds of

belief
kand
kani
karl
kari

keller on words and the word of god

we would call attention to L L D s talk with the sisters which appears in
this issue read it sisters many of you are needing such hints as are therein
given and it contains good food for every intelligent mind

louisa lula greene richards home affairs

comans exponent editor lula greene richards 1I would like to call
echoing womans
attention to L L D

lucinda lee dalton a mormon woman whose strong impassioned

voice rang clearly from southern utah between 1872 and 1900 to address issues which
faced women within the territory and within the nation although she is unfamiliar to
modem readers Dal
dalfons
tons measured reasoning and spirited writing made her a favorite of
daltons

comans
nineteenth century mormon women she was a frequent contributor to the womans
exponent a semimonthly journal published by mormon women from 1872 to 1914 to
correct american and international misconceptions of life in polygamy

her poems and

essays dotted its pages for the first twenty eight years of its publication in salt lake city
A plural wife educator and suffragist dalton is an insightful woman who is intelligent

and articulate witty and assertive she is often didactic but rarely sentimental she
writes politically and passionately on a personal level and to a broad audience A faithful

member of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints she looks to her religion to
find the seeds necessary for the elevation of womens status

at times both optimistic

and troubled she works to advance the cause of womens equality through public

2

discourse by writing on womens roles political rights and relationship with god and
men

early mormon women such as dalton have begun to be recognized in the last
thirty years for their unique experience and contributions to both history and literature

scholarship on these women has increased steadily because of historians such as leonard
J arlington
arrington carol cornwall madsen jill mulvay derr and maureen ursenbach

beecher likewise the study of mormon literature has burgeoned with projects by
eugene england richard cracroft and neal lambert bruce jorgensen and others but
there has been relatively little consideration of nineteenth century mormon womens
writings although present in abundance the womens poetry has largely remained

unexplored and the little existing criticism is usually ambivalent maureen Be
beechers
becchers
echers

comans exponent laments mormon womens
overview of newspaper verse from womans
self conscious adherence to rhyme and rhythm

poetry and the private lives 56 but

values what the poems reveal of the womens concept of themselves and their lives
59

richard cracroft and neal lamberts appraisal of early LDS poetry in general is

lukewarm calling the majority of it regrettably forgettable but acknowledging that a
few writers such as augusta joyce crocheron josephine spencer and

zions poetess

their often good contributions A believing people
eliza R snow deserve study for theiroften
177

two recent articles mark the beginning of a move toward more careful

and

contextual readings of two of these poets josephine spencer is the focus of an insightful
discussion by kylie nielson turley while historian jill mulvay derr provides an

excellent and important cultural studies approach to the poetry of eliza R snow

1

monnon authoress in journal of
untrumpeted and unseen josephine spencer mormon
grafted life eliza
mormon history 27 spring 2001 127 64 and derr form and feeling in a carefully crafted
1

see turley

3

analysis of mormon womens prose has been haphazard as well scholars
attempts to recover writings have focused mainly on journals letters serialized stories
from early church publications and a very few early novels works which appeared in

womans
comans exponent are only beginning to be explored excepting carol madsens
Mad sens thesis
maddens
on the editorial content of the exponent which also focuses on its editor emmeline B

wells there has been little research specifically on the numerous essays that appeared in
its pages most often these essays are cited as historical evidence of the political and

religious debate over suffrage and polygamy as can be seen in the work of janika isakson
and sherilyn cox bennion

less frequently

are the essays evaluated for their social

function or literary merit some important exceptions are articles by tarla rai peterson
and claudia bushman and a thesis by gail parr
farr casterline peterson argues that the
exponent works to replace the four virtues of true womanhood
submissiveness and domesticity
independence

piety purity

with a triumvirate of piety purity and

comans exponent
the womans

165

bushman suggests that exponent

reports from the field construct a mormon female image in which mormon women

could see themselves as they were and as they should be

reports from the field 298

and casterline argues that mormon womens defense of their religion in the pages of
exponent helped them develop a positive self image to override outsiders criticism

the purpose of this thesis

2

then is to further the discussion of the literary and

historical significance of lesser known mormon women by looking at the rhetorical
writings
ings in which she actively calls for broad societal
Dal tons published wiit
function of
dalfons
oblu
oflu
lu daltons

R

snows poem
39
toem of poems in journal ofmormon
of mormon history 26 spring 2000 1139

2
2gail
ogail
gali
gaii
gail parr
farr
fart casterline in the toils or onward for zion images of the mormon woman
fair
1890 MA thesis utah state U 1974
1852
18521890

4

reform it will build on biographical work done by lavina fielding anderson by
articulating Dal
tons merit as a representative voice in the dialogue and debate over
dalfons
daltons
politics plural marriage and womens roles in american society Dal
dalfons
tons contributions
daltons
appeared regularly in the pages of exponent from its inception in 1872 until her final
entry in 1900 and she was well received as a poet and essayist it is unclear whether
Dal
tons poems were collected and published separately as were those of some of her
dalfons
daltons
peers A brief mention of her in daughters of utah pioneers heart throbs of the west
states that she did have a small volume published but there is no announcement of such a

comans exponent as there was for other regular contributors and
publication in womans
research to this point has not located any extant copies
poems did see national exposure

the river

3

nevertheless some individual

was included in a book of representative

mormon womens poetry and art assembled for the columbian exposition of 1893 and

gleams of light and longing appeared in the anthology local and national poets of
america 1890

Workingwomen and oh come
workingwoman
locally two of her works help the workingwomen

come away were included in the utah woman suffrage song book and woman
bannera
banner
arise appeared in the handwritten beaver suffrage paper equal rights banner4
additionally dalton contributed several poems articles and a short story to young

womans
89 1929 and at least two poems to the contributor 1879 1896
comans journal 18
1889
the publications for the young womens and young

mens mutual improvement

associations A few poems and one story can also be found in the juvenile instructor

3kate
skate
kate B carter comp heart throbs of the west vol
3

3

salt lake city daughters of utah

pioneers 1941 155
4

4although
although bearing the same title the song woman arise which appears in the utah woman
Dal tons but was written by louisa greene richards
suffrage song book is not daltons
dalfons

5

1866 1929 and some of her poems were reprinted in millennial

star 1840 1937

both of which were mormon publications

because dalton is writing during the tumultuous historical period in which the
topics of womens roles suffrage and polygamy were vigorously debated and because
roles for mormon women were expanded in ways progressive easterners only imagined 1I
will use a variety of critical tools offered by wayne booth and kenneth burke in order to
gain a fuller understanding of this woman and her texts wayne booth recommends the

pluralist approach as effective asserting that by choosing diverse even conflicting
theoretical viewpoints one is able to flesh out added dimensions of meaning in a text

5

by combining multiple perspectives as booth suggests 1I will work to create a more
complete picture of dalton the time in which she wrote and the function of her writing
within this context

to accomplish this 1I will use historical

rhetorical perspectives

the work of kenneth burke bolsters

cultural literary and
this approach asserting that

works of art are couched in the language of a specific cultural tradition and the loss of
the tradition is like the loss of the dictionary

counter statement 85 my emphasis
counterstatement

Dal
dalfons
tons poetry and essays were shaped by her experience as a mormon woman within a
daltons

distinctive nineteenth century frontier culture and through her public discourse she in
turn worked to shape the opinion of her audience through a process which burke calls
dialogical burke asserts

A rhetorician 1I take it is like one voice in a dialogue put

several voices together with each voicing its own special assertion let them act upon one

another in co
cooperative competition and you get a dialectic that properly developed can
operative
lead to views transcending the limitations of each

5

rhetoric

see critical understanding the powers and limits of pluralism

old and new 203

6

womans exponent provided
comans

a unique opportunity for this type of dialogue indeed

dalton often crafted direct responses to specific articles and essays printed there and she
and other writers composed poems which responded directly to one another thereby

working toward greater understanding
Dal
kenneth burkes rhetorical emphasis will further inform my analysis of
dai tons
ofdaltons
dalfons
daltons
works as 1I consider her as a writer who in

of effects upon her readers

burkes words

counter statement 190
counterstatement

is engaged in the producing

in this respect 1I will as burke

suggests be more concerned with how effects are produced than with what effects

should be produced

123 emphasis

burkes

I1 read lu dalton as a deeply spiritual

woman who struggles within her writing to reconcile gender based disparities she both

experienced and observed with the egalitarian philosophy she held dear and for which she
found support in her religion she along with other mormon women believed their
religion provided them an enlightened view which they were compelled to share in order
to help
heli move the world toward zion burke explains
hell

if the artists revelations are of

tremendous importance to him he will necessarily seek to ritualize them to find a
correspondingly important setting for them

168

Dal
dalfons
tons revelations were
daltons

tremendously important to her and the exponent was the correspondingly important
setting where she could share insights and work through inconsistencies additionally

burkes expanded definition of rhetoric

as identification as well as persuasion will add a

further dimension to my discussion of
Dal
dalfons
dai tons effectiveness as a writer
ofdaltons
daltons

rhetoric 203

dalton herself uses both approaches at times reasoning persuasively and at times asking
her audience to put themselves in her place as a female in a limiting nineteenth century
culture and as a mormon plural wife who wants to practice her religion freely

7

finally it is important here to set the parameters of my definition of political
work

for this 1I turn to the work of jane tompkins

and sharon harris in sensational

designs tompkins establishes the need to recognize the literary use of domesticity by
nineteenth century women writers to illuminate the importance of womens contributions
to society thereby demonstrating the political ramifications of womens domestic role

and in her discussion of the political novel harris explains that womens writing from
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries conflated the political and the domestic to

expose the false constructions of the political that have separated the so called public and
private spheres

redefining the political novel xx

harris would therefore expand the

definition of political writing to include works that recognize the social consequences

of political processes and the political consequences of social processes

xvi

accordingly my definition of political work recognizes the social the political and the
domestic as integral facets of one discussion and adds a fourth element that dalton herself
brings

that of spirituality

this thesis will unfold in three

segments chapter one will provide the historical

cultural and religious context for Dal
tons writings in order to convey a sense of the
dalfons
daltons
ongoing dialogue of which she was a part first this chapter will locate dalton in the

larger context of mid nineteenth century womens literary contributions pointing out
their political nature second it will articulate the distinctive experience of mormon
women discussing the status and authority they acquired through the organization of the

relief society and the restoration of temple blessings their expanded notion of
appropriate femininity and widened sphere of involvement their political activism and
public defense of their religion it will also discuss the conditions of frontier life

8

religious instruction to women the practice of plural marriage and the utah suffrage

movement third it will consider dalton specifically using autobiographical and
historical evidence to explore formative childhood episodes and life as a plural wife in an
isolated desert community

comans exponent and
chapter two will first provide a brief background on the womans
its rhetorical purpose and function as a forum for nineteenth century mormon women

second it will consider the essay as the genre of choice in calling for political and social
reform by mormon women who wanted to add their voices to the larger discussion
believing they were divinely directed to do so

third it will examine a selection of lu

Dal
dalfons
tons political essays in which she defends her faith calls for the expansion of
daltons

womens political and economic opportunities and asserts that the elevation of women is
crucial to achieving the potential of both sexes 1I will work to identify what aspects of
her writing are the most persuasive and assess their effectiveness additionally because

dalton makes specific references to the american woman suffrage associations

comans journal suffragist elizabeth cady stanton and popular
publication the womans
newspaper columnist fanny fern 1I will evaluate these influences in my discussion

chapter three will carefully consider selected poems by dalton within the
framework provided by the two previous sections it will demonstrate what features of

her writing make her a compelling poet who reveals in her poetry her apprehensions and
aspirations her faith and feminism 1I will make the assertion that much of her poetry
reflects the same commitment to reform that is clear in her essays and that her poems do
effective political work 1I will show how her poetry establishes a literal dialogue with her
readers and discover if she is successful at creating the dialectic described by kenneth

9

burke in which each voice acts upon one another to lead to views transcending the
limitations of each

rhetoric 203

finally the conclusion will weave the strands of literary cultural historical and
rhetorical analysis together and will work to articulate a more complete understanding of

dalfons
tons writings and to achieve critical insight that would not have been possible
daltons
lu Dal
using a single perspective it will also draw conclusions as to the effectiveness of her
public statements in the ongoing conversation on social reform through this thesis

dalton will emerge as a woman worthy of kellers definition of a writer of great mormon
literature she is a woman whose writing makes me wrestle with my beliefs and whose
re create my own life on surer grounds of
efforts stimulate me by her example to recreate

belief

10

chapter 1

0 womanhood

440
110
410

waken historical and cultural context

the world is progressing 0 womanhood

waken

and join in the jubilant strain

the fetters which bound thee now surely are breaking
and never shall gall thee again

lu dalton the world is progressing

when lucinda lee dalton penned these lines in 1873 she had reason to feel
optimistic about womans
comans status in american culture she could see the seeds of

womens opportunity beginning to sprout both within her mormon community and in the
nation at large democratic movements of late eighteenth century europe had brought to
light many of the injustices felt by the less privileged but it was not until the nineteenth
century that women in america began to believe their position could actually improve

without access to formal means of affecting law and policy through elective franchise or
public office nineteenth century american women used informal methods of conveying

their ideas on political matters some women bravely mounted the platform to give
lectures on abolition and woman suffrage despite the branding of public speaking by
women as unfeminine many became part of benevolent societies which allowed them to
do social work in an appropriately feminine context female membership in christian

churches rose dramatically as women experienced a spiritual awakening and discovered
within the church a place to speak publicly and to experience a measure of authority As

martha bradley and mary woodward explain this direct contact with sacred space
allowed those hungry for social status and recognition to claim alternate sources of

11

authority in religious leadership roles

4 ainas
zinas xiii

still another important method of

calling for reform was the printed word

educated women took advantage of the accessibility of the press to decry unfair
legal and customary restrictions on womens lives as well as to address the social ills they
saw around them in 1843 margaret fuller published her treatise

man vs men woman vs women

in

the great lawsuit

the dial arguing there that women should have

the same opportunity as men to determine their lifes course beginning in 1851 fanny

pem
fern sara parton built her reputation as the first american newspaper columnist by
writing often humorous articles which among other things called for womens financial

independence elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony leaders of the national

woman suffrage association printed the revolution 1868 1872 to focus on woman
suffrage and give national exposure to womens activities

lucy stone and the american

woman suffrage association published the womans
comans journal 1870 1912 with the
same goal from a somewhat more conservative perspective

womens novels became an

important vehicle for social criticism as well harriet beecher stowes uncle toms

cabin 1852 portrayed the devastation of slavery while helen hunt jacksons ramona
1884 depicted the violent displacement of native americans in 1861 rebecca harding

davis revealed what life in the iron mills was like for hundreds of immigrant workers
pseudo and many others wrote
and in the 1850s fanny stenhouse maria ward pseud

monnon
mon non practice of plural marriage indicting
inducting
sensationalized exposes
indic ting the religion
expos6s on the mormon
and its leaders ironically it was this practice of plural marriage which in many ways

became the catalyst for social change in the lives of mormon women
for which eastern women were working

the very changes

12

although safely isolated west of the rocky mountains mormon women remained
involved in the national conversation on political social and religious issues via their

comans exponent A key theme addressed within its pages was
own newspaper the womans
womans
comans place in society and lu dalton was one of the more prolific writers actively
discussing it

the topic was central

to the journal with over 21 percent of more than

fifteen hundred editorials printed addressing women and comans
womans sphere

percentage of any subject madsen

remember the women 127

the highest

the exponent gave

LDS women a platform from which to articulate their position and assert their rights as

mormons
Mor mons in order to understand the poems and essays which appeared
women and as cormons
there including Dal
dalfons
tons one must place them within a context which examines the
daltons

defining elements of a mormon womans
comans life a context which reveals a time of
awakening womanhood

the prophet joseph smith and a new theology relief society

and polygamy brigham young and expanded roles eliza R snow and woman suffrage

these are the threads which stretched nineteenth century mormon women like lu dalton
and wove together the unique pattern of their experience

the key to emancipation
with the organization of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints also
known as the mormon or LDS church in 1830 and later with the restoration of saving

ordinances came new insights and revelations concerning the purpose of life and mankind
generally and the role of women specifically

6

6

cormons
As did their puritan forbears mormons

these ordinances include not only baptism and the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy

ghost but also sacred temple rites called the endowment which prepare women and men to enter into gods
presence and receive the blessings of exaltation when they leave mortal life additionally members of the
church of jesus christ perform these ordinances vicariously for loved ones who have died and have not had
a chance to accept the gospel of jesus christ in mortality

13

taught that women were the spiritual equals of men but unlike traditional christianity

mormonism also taught women they had the potential of becoming as god achieving
exaltation coequal with their husbands doctrine and covenants 13219 20

church

founder and prophet joseph smith told female members they were entitled to spiritual
gifts such as the gift of tongues and the ability to heal the sick through their faith and the
women practiced these gifts liberally in response to the womens desire to have their
own benevolent society smith officially instituted the female

relief society in

1842 and

declared that the church was never perfectly organized until the women were thus

organized itd
qtd in derr cannon and beecher

1I

7

relief society members

enthusiastically responded to smiths charge to look to the wants of the poor
the female part of the community
76

8

to teach

and to save souls itd
qtd in derr eliza R snow

I

defini
A defining
turn the
niz
defininiz
nii moment for the women came when the prophet declared 11I now tum

key to you in the name of god and this society shall rejoice and knowledge and
qtd in derr cannon and beecher 1I
intelligence shall flow down from this time itd

9

for

mormon women this moment ushered in a new era of womanhood and womens rights

comans journal and
night of suffrage susa young gates editor of young womans
right
including the light
of
granddaughter ofbrigham
brigham young explained joseph smiths role in the process when she
exclaimed

the fearless prophet voice

sounded in mens ears spiritual freedom and

as the very keynote of that universal human dight
right
light was sex freedom authority of choice

vested in not a few men nor even in men alone but in each one alike regardless of creed

7
7minutes
minutes of the nauvoo female relief society 28 april 1842

relief
relief society general board minutes
8

9

nauvoo minutes 28 april 1842

17 march 1842
1842 1914
191417

14

what hath the century 711

color or sex

this understanding of spiritual equality laid

the foundation for all of the changes mormon women worked for in their lives and they

believed the gospel would eventually bring social legal and civil parity not only for them
but for all women
he said

later church president george albert smith echoed this belief when

when the prophet joseph smith turned the key for the emancipation of

womankind it was turned for all the world

address 717

during this same period church members were building a temple in nauvoo
illinois and women especially were anticipating its completion because of the promise of
important blessings from sacred priesthood ordinances carol madsen explains that the
temple ordinances were particularly significant to these women because they opened up
a new concept of spiritual participation relating to the privileges blessings and gifts of

priesthood5 which not only enhanced their position in the church but offered limitless
the priesthood
5

potential in the hereafter

mormon women and the temple 83 84

madsen further

states that although the women did not hold ecclesiastical priesthood offices priesthood
blessings and ordinances were inclusive of both men and women numerous quotations
from early church leaders convey the idea that women shared in priesthood blessings with

their husbands through these temple ordinances as is seen in the following statement by

apostle franklin D richards
1I

ask any and everybody present who have received their endowments

whether he be a brother apostle bishop high priest elder or whatever
office he may hold in the church what blessings did you receive what
ordinance what power intelligence sanctification or grace did you receive
that your wife did not partake of with you

I1 will answer that there was

15

one thing that our wives were not made special partakers
partakers of and that was
the ordination to the various orders of the priesthood which were conferred
upon us aside from that our sisters share with us any and all of the
ordinances of the holy anointing endowments sealings
sea lings sanctifications
dealings

partakers
and blessings that we have been made par
takers of

now

1I

ask you Is it possible that we have the holy priesthood and

our wives have none of it

do you not see

by what 1I have read that

joseph desires to confer these keys of power upon them in connection with
their husbands

1I

hold that a faithful wife has certain gifts and blessings

and promises with her husband which she cannot be deprived of except by
transgression of the holy order of god
they should

they shall enjoy what god said

and these signs shall follow them if they believe

memorial anniversary 54

womens full participation in temple priesthood ordinances gave them an equitable place
in the kingdom of god which enhanced their position in the church and in the developing

mormon culture further a select female group was given the authority to act as
priestesses

the nineteenth century term for temple matron and female ordinance

workers to officiate in some of these ordinances but the ordinance which had the
women s lives was plural marriage
greatest impact on mormon womens

the practice of plural marriage

was a crucial thread in the mormon womans
comans

experience As part of the restoration of all things and by divine command joseph smith
in 1841 re
reinstituted
instituted the biblical principle of polygamy initially teaching only a small

16

group of male church leaders
1852 but by the time

o

010

public announcement of the practice did not come until

relief society was organized

in 1842 there were already

whisperings that church officials had been taking plural wives in early society meetings
the members were encouraged to strengthen the moral fiber of the women in the

community which jill derr explains meant in part quieting the potentially explosive
rumors of immorality connected with the theologically approved but socially
unconventional and secretly contracted marriages

strength in our union 161

women and men initially had difficulty accepting the new doctrine

both

those to whom it

was preached reacted in shock and dismay it deeply offended their standards of morality

apostle john taylor felt it was an appalling thing to do and testified that nothing but a
knowledge of god and the revelations of god
such a principle as this itd
qtd in goodsen

could have induced him to embrace

plural wives 90

even brigham young

admitted he wished for the grave when he learned the principle but after much personal
struggle thought and supplication to god many gained a testimony of the truthfulness of
the revelation and entered the covenant ultimately though the practice led to the chain

of violent events which left joseph smith and his brother hyrum the victims of murder
and the saints as refugees fleeing to the west

the restored gospel

with its gifts of the spirit womens organization and temple

ordinances provided mormon women with a new sense of purpose and spiritual equality
and fortified them with the confident sense of self they would need as they faced religious

10

cormons is polygyny
the more accurate term for the type of marriage practiced by mormons

one
husband with multiple wives however 1I will use the term polygamy here in order to remain consistent
with nineteenth century usage

17

persecution the harsh reality of frontier life and the arduous task of building

gods

kingdom in the desert
A

wide and extensive sphere of action
pioneer life in the great basin polygamy and the prophet brigham young helped

to give the women their new understanding of their equality a practical application

life

on the frontier as maureen beecher describes it of necessity demanded that every

member of the community work but she explains the traditional division of labor was
still in place as women clung to this ideal as a way of surviving on the highest level of

civilization of which they were capable under their circumstances
281

womens work

therefore chores such as field work wood chopping and home building were

done by the women only under duress and were eagerly relinquished as soon as a
man was available to perform the tasks 278

additionally though women found they

were often called upon to provide economic support for their families as well jessie

embry asserts that few mormon women either monogamous or polygamous
mormon polygamous families 94

voluntarily worked outside of the home

nevertheless utah women had opportunities to branch out into fields of compensated
and uncompensated employment that were still closed to women in the east

this

seeming paradox prompted observer elizabeth kane to declare thousands of years

behind us in some of their customs in others you would think these people the most
forward children of the age they close no career on a woman in utah by which she can
earn a living

twelve mormon homes

5

polygamy was an important factor here as the

financial demands of an unusually large family often required wives and daughters to

supplement family income through both home production and paid employment even

18

when a wage earning husband was present it was also common for men to be absent as
they were called on missions away from their families or were in hiding from authorities

mormons and the federal government increased in these cases many
as tensions between cormons
wives had need of supporting themselves and their children as well as contributing to the
support of their husbands

churchs second president brigham young emphasized self sufficiency
the churche

as the

means for survival in the great basin wilderness a view which meant all hands were

required to help build the community regardless of sex young proclaimed if 1I had my
way 1I would have every man and woman employed in doing something to support

womans
comans
Wo
mans

themselves

qtd in denn
and he had many jobs in mind for the women itd
deff
den

place 391

andjournalism as appropriate occupations
he recommended typesetting and journalism

along with retailing stenography telegraphy and bookkeeping under the auspices of
the

relief society the sisters managed a wheat storage program and a sericulture

operation youngs sense of propriety led him to call more than a dozen women to attend

eastern medical schools to become professional midwives and doctors women also
established and ran the deseret hospital women served on the faculty and boards of

trustees of the provo brigham young academy the university of deseret now
university of utah and brigham young academy in logan now utah state

even the

legal profession was opened to females when in 1852 the utah legislative assembly

passed a statute which carol madsen says empowered utah women to act as counsel not
only for themselves but for others

sisters at the bar
bat 217

general relief society

president eliza R snow spoke truthfully when she told a group of sisters

president

young has turned the key to a wide and extensive sphere of action and usefulness

if

19

any of the daughters and mothers in israel are feeling in the least circumscribed in their

present spheres they will now find ample scope for every power and capability for doing
good with which they are most liberally endowed

female relief society

81

in

many ways mormon women were experiencing sweeping societal changes that eastern
women only hoped for they even possessed that right for which women back in the
states were rallying

the right to vote which they had been given in 1870 but although

they held positions of leadership in the church and community mormon women were
pant
still pann
part
pail of an organizational structure which required obedience to church leaders and to
pali
pall

husbands

freedom and submission
brigham youngs vision of
zion included what jill derr characterizes as a
ofzion
freedom submission paradox

she defines this label as a vision of ultimate human

liberation to which personal choice and responsibility were integral
41

but she continues

41equally necessary for the freedom promised with a knowledge of the truth were
equally

obedience and submission to the order of the kingdom of god

womans
Wo mans place 378
christ of latter day saints comans

the church of jesus

therefore in youngs

understanding both women and men were to be obedient to

gods order

and for those

who chose to be a part of that order complete independence was not an option while this
is an egalitarian view holding both men and women to the same standard young still

placed women within a hierarchical structure which subordinated them to men part of
this came from conventional nineteenth century interpretations of genesis and the apostle

paul

20

young taught the familiar christian idea that the consequences for eves
transgression in the garden applied to all women namely that they were to be ruled by
their husbands

he defined

a faithful woman as one who would say

shall rule over me his word is my law and 1I must obey him
16 167

he also echoed pauls teachings that the husband

woman declaring

let our wives be the weaker vessels

it is a law that man

journal of discourses
was to be the head of the

and the men be men and show

the women by their superior ability that god gives husbands wisdom and ability to lead

their wives into his presence

journal of discourses 9 308

while young exhorted

husbands to do this lovingly men still had the authority to direct the affairs of the family
and wives and children were simply to say amen

vella evans explains that joseph

smiths doctrine that men will be punished for their own sins and not for adams
transgression

articles of faith pearl of great price 60 was not widely known until

the twentieth century so that both sexes believed that woman suffered from eves fall

womans
comans
Wo mans image 102

moreover the rule of women by men was seen as just one of

the many consequences of the fall over which mankind had no control

eliza R snow was one who taught that eve had originally been on the same level
as her husband adam but that the fall had created a hierarchical order in mortality she

instructed women that if they would submit to the righteous priesthood authority of their
husbands which she differentiated from the absolute tyranny of men they would
redeem themselves from

eves curse she explained it was through disobedience that

woman came into her present position and it is only by obedience honoring god in all
the institutions he has revealed to us that we can

occupied by eve

regain the position originally

a position of full equality with adam

miss E R snows address

21

578
46

specifically she cited plural marriage as one of those institutions stating that the

precious sacred principle was necessary in the elevation and salvation of the human
in redeeming woman from the curse and the world from corruption

family

my life

17

sketch of

As jill derr explains snow believed that the restoration of the priesthood

and the gospel held the power to transform a corrupt world
keys to all reform

in

snows words the

and she believed women had a central role in bringing about that

reform itd
qtd in form and feeling 19 emphasis snows

but as general relief society

president snow often reminded the sisters that they needed to work within the order set
by the church in this life in order to receive their reward in the next she proclaimed

inasmuch as we continue faithful we shall be those that will be crowned in the presence

of god and the lamb you my sisters if you are faithful will become queens of

queens and priestesses unto the most high god these are your callings we have only
to discharge our duties

an address

63

many LDS women consequently worked to

overcome the disparity they saw in their local communities and in the broader culture
through being both faithful members of their religion and vocal advocates of change

high time to rise up
societys
eliza R snow was the woman at the helm of the relief Socie
tys many successful
enterprises and with her leadership mormon women grew to fulfill her expectations As
previously mentioned they ran a highly successful grain storage program financed and

comans
built their own meeting halls established a hospital and published the womans
exponent relief society contributions financed the education of some of those sisters
who were called to go to medical school but could not afford to pay
arranged for the care of children in their mothers absence

the women even

the society provided the

22

women with a sisterhood and a support system a network within the church that had
begun in nauvoo and flourished in the west As the mormon settlement became less

isolated and gentiles
concerns over polygamy
the

mormons began moving in they brought with them their
non cormons
this time coupled with woman suffrage

the role snow and

IDS women prepared them to take a stand
relief society had played in the lives of LDS

publicly for their religious and political tights
rights in utah when the time came to defend
themselves against attacks on their way of life the system of operations was already in
place the sisters were already organized

the introduction of the cullom bill in

1869 as a means of enforcing the

antipolygamy law of 1862 became the motivation for
foreliza
eliza
eilza

snows declaration that it was

high time for latter day saint women to rise up in the dignity of our calling and speak
qtd in van wagenen 36
for ourselves itd

the women of the great basin responded

with

a great indignation meeting in the tabernacle to decry the infringement upon their rights
as citizens

1870 drew approximately five thousand
131870
the meeting held on january 13

women to hear the female leaders of the church speak out they used the opportunity to
verbally support polygamy and denounce the antipolygamy legislation before congress

lola van wagenen explains that

the mormon women had come to see polygamy as a

lights issue
nights issue and also as a mens rights
rights
womens lights

in their own behalf 38

couching it in these terms demonstrated their support for the male hierarchy of the
church nevertheless the language was strong as is shown in this quotation from sarah

kimball

the bill in question would not only deprive our fathers husbands and brothers

of enjoying the privileges bequeathed to citizens of the united states but would also
deprive us as women of the privilege of selecting our husbands and against this we most

23

qtd in
unqualifiedly protest itd

let the women vote the women were articulate and

emphatic in asserting their right to practice their religion according to the dictates of their
conscience they condemned the bill and called for women across the territory to protest
the legislation newspaper reporters at the event were surprised to see that mormon

women could indeed speak for themselves and compared the orations heard that day to
those of womens rights leaders in the east beeton woman suffrage 49

the result was

that the territorial legislature granted the women the vote as they had proven they would
not use it to work against plural marriage but this was not the final victory as the women
had to reclaim the vote in 1895 after having been stripped of the franchise by the 1887

edmunds tucker act a federal government tactic designed to abolish polygamy

the mormon

woman of the 1800s saw herself growing in ways she may have only

hoped for but not expected she was not free from having her role prescribed as was
common for women of her day but she saw within her religious community an expanded
definition of appropriate femininity and a widening sphere of activity it was a sphere of
activism that included the defense of her religious practices in public forums such as
newspapers and mass meetings it was a sphere of practicality that cast work outside her
home as a religious obligation she had an exceptional model of womanhood in eliza R

snow a woman who honored priesthood and respected its lines of authority but made full
use of her ecclesiastical position to organize programs that served the sisters and inspired
them to act in a more expansive role

and most important the mormon woman was

recognized as a spiritual equal by her church leaders and her god and she knew her
eternal potential

all these threads

wove together to create the nineteenth century

mormon womans
comans experience a pattern of awakening womanhood

24
IR

just as mormon women in general had important defining moments so too did lu
dalton she leaves little information to scholars about her life aside from her essays and
poems there are no journals and those telling letters she wrote to church leaders cited by

lavina fielding anderson in her biographical article on dalton are now restricted from
public use

twenty five page handwritten autobiographical sketch and
however her twentyfive

family histories written by her descendants help to reveal some of the definitive moments
Dal
dalfons
of
dai
tons life
ofdaltons
daltons

moments which help us to understand this complex woman and her

writings 1I will briefly outline a few of these here and explore them in further detail later
in my discussion of specific works

Dal
dalfons
tons life was as complex and full of irony as the woman herself As a child
daltons

she was bright and excelled in academic subjects but schools of her time were
substandard and inconsistent with teachers who both helped and hindered her
progression she longed for the freedom and opportunities accorded to boys but she later

found herself grateful that she belonged to a more respectable class of society

autobiography 8

As a young woman she was resolved to remain single since she

could perceive in marriage no benefit to women which outweighed its burdens yet she
not only married but chose to enter polygamy a decidedly more challenging form of
marriage and one that ultimately brought her heartbreak she fearlessly contested the
inequities in her society and argued tirelessly for the elevation womens status yet she
was constant in her devotion to a religion from which she received both egalitarian and

in response to my request to see the letters from dalton to john taylor LDS church archivist
ronald watt wrote these letters are confessional type letters in which dalton reveals certain improprieties
that she knows about because of this we have restricted them and they are not available for access to the
public letter dated 26 march 2001
11

25

hierarchical messages dalfons
Dal
daltons
tons life is the story of a woman who endured lifes

disappointments and tragedies and remained a strong and faithful mormon despite them
1847 on a plantation in coosa
bom sarah lucinda lee on february 991847
she was born

county alabama her parents john percival lee and eliza foscue joined the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in texas in 1849 and made the overland trek to utah
with one of the many pioneer companies in 1851 the family moved on to san
Be
bernardino
mardino in a company led by amasa lyman and charles C

rich after seven years

they returned to utah settling in the small community of beaver

an intelligent child

young lucinda was effectively taught by her school teacher father a man who was

determined that his children should not be ignorant
2

as well as poor

autobiography

bernardino
when she began attending the public school in san Be
mardino at age five she was

ahead of many of the older students in her class

her mother was energetic about her

lucinday
childrens education as well and she sacrificed Luc
indas help as the eldest daughter the
lucindas
second child of thirteen to allow her to attend school resolutely
parents support and encouragement

3

despite her

lu lamented that her education was

scattered at

best though it was all that could be expected in the mixed and ill regulated schools of
new countries

3

lus early years taught her many lessons about what it meant to be a girl in the
nineteenth century particularly when it came to getting an education she recalls

so long ago as 1I can remember 1I longed to be a boy because boys were so
highly privileged and so free thousands of things for which 1I heard girls
gravely reproved met only an indulgent smile when done by boys

education was offered to them accompanied with bribes promises and

26

persuasions while doled out to girls grudgingly as something utterly
wasted and expected to be of no future use

her ravenous hunger for knowledge
she praised her first teacher in utah

7 8

was both encouraged and thwarted by her teachers
a man who saw her potential and tutored

her during

he

lunch hours she writes that he taught her philosophy botany and natural history

led her through some of the enchanted vales of poesy and gave her the first sweet
draught from her passion

music 5

but other teachers were not so supportive she

cites one occasion when she asked a gentleman teacher if she was proficient enough to
study algebra with profit

61

she recounts he replied that it would be wasted time for

me to ever study it because 1I already had more learning than was necessary for a good

housekeeper wife and mother which was a comans
womans only proper place on earth

this discrimination made lucinda even more determined

8

to get all the education she

could a process she continued after she became a teacher herself

to her dismay

though

she was barely able to keep ahead of her brightest students children who had better

preparation as schools improved in the territory
As a young woman

lu recognized that her career as a teacher could financially

sustain her and still allow her to nurture and mold young children so she determined

never to assume the yoke and burden of wifehood

11

I

she explains 11I had seen in the

married state so much that was disagreeable and humiliating to woman that 1I was firmly
resolved to remain single

15

she describes the vision she had of marriage as she

watched radiant girls waltzing with devoted partners at community dances she

mused that as the wife of one of those adoring youths

a lovely and carefree maiden

would wear out not only her youth but her very life drudging from night until morning

27

with his ailing baby only to be looked on by him as an inferior being designed by nature
to serve him

10 11

thus

the mormon doctrine that the highest degree of eternal

glory was reserved for married couples was worse than gall and wormwood to lucinda
16

although she had always desired to reach the highest heaven when she began to

consider the teachings of her religion she determined she would rather aspire to a lesser
glory of handmaiden to some satisfied woman than to be chief servant in a

lemans household in this life 17
gent
gentlemans
gentlemens

so it was with some resentment at the age of twenty that she considered the
proposal of marriage from charles wakeman dalton a man nineteen years her senior
who already had three wives in charles however lucinda found a man with a different
view of marriage than what she perceived most men held

he reasoned with her that

husband and wife served each other in marriage and that each party is obligated to the
other using christ as the example he pointed out that to be a servant is not always a
degrading thing but the reverse

17

neither did charles seem to entertain what

lucinda called that foggy superstition about mans being created first and consequently
best noblest and supreme est

18

with a new hope that theirs could be the equitable

relationship she felt marriage should be lucinda agreed to consider charless proposal

after growing pale and hollow eyed from wrestling with the decision it was finally the
profound spiritual witness to both herself and charles as they prayed together that led

lucinda to consent to become his wife 19

she confesses for time alone as the

many 1I could not and would not because 1I considered that in a
people of the world marry

womans
comans case the burdens and trials of matrimony far exceed its benefits and blessings
only for the sake of its expected joys in eternity could 1I endure its trials through

28

time

her disclaimer proved to be ironic for although she loved charles and

19

was a good wife to him factors including his intemperance during their marriage put

lucinday
Luc
indas eternal standing into such doubt that she sought a cancellation of their sealing a
lucindas
year after his death thereby nullifying their eternal union

despite Dal
tons difficult
daltons
dalfons

experience in polygamy she argued convincingly in the exponent for the light
night to this
right
religious practice as well as the rights of women in general she wrestled with many of
the cultural biases around her including that concept of eves curse with eliza R

snow she clung to the idea that at some point in time when all things were restored to
their proper order women would realize their true potential and receive their reward she
understood her religion to be a part of that restoration of order but she wanted it to occur
in this life not just in the hereafter dalton made her devotion to bringing women and

men together in a new and equal relationship a central issue in her life as a writer as an

officer of the territorial woman suffrage association as a teacher and as the mother of six
children

her name was listed among five women

in manti where she spent her last

years who were praised for making education and promotion of equal suffrage part of

their daily lives

cox utah women 313

dalton said it was her prayer that the time

may come speedily when women will know and hold themselves at their true worth

when by the extent of their knowledge of life as it is and as it should be

they shall

compel men to come up to their standard of morality and with them seek something still

better
achieve

autobiography

11

this was the goal lu dalton

spent her life working to

29

chapter 2
government people and privileges

essays by L L D

power is the ability to take ones place in whatever discourse is essential to action
light to have ones part matter
and the right
comans life
carolyn G heilbrun writing a womans

it is by exchange of ideas that both man and woman may arrive at the whole
truth of any matter under consideration and even for this reason alone it seems
that the state needs comans
womans opinions
L L D our opinion

1872 when her
the women of utah first heard from lu dalton on november 111872

comans exponent
essay A plea for the boys was published in the five month old womans
signing her essays L L D dalton addresses subjects as varied as the importance of
prayer and singing to babies to temperance to the injustice women experienced at the
hands of the lords of creation

while dalton is listed as a special correspondent for

the exponent she does not fit the modem definition of that term as an objective observer
and reporter of newsworthy events richards

improvements 68

instead she is

passionate and provocative working to inspire her readers to take the steps necessary to
change existing circumstances

this chapter will discuss the nature and function of

womans
comans exponent and the appeal of the essay in calling for reform it will then analyze
dight of
right
light
selected essays by lu dalton wherein her central theme is clearly present the night

woman to stand as mans acknowledged equal

government 171
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speaking freely on every topic

comans
the womans

exponent was mormon womens vehicle for defining defending

and expressing themselves it was published from 1872 until 1914 under only two
editors louisa lula greene richards who headed the paper during its first five years
and emmeline B wells who assumed the post upon richardss
ss departure in 1877 and
richards
Richard

remained there until the journals demise in 1914 in her first days as editor lula greene
1849 1944 promised
burnal would
ournal
promi
richards
would endeavor at all times to speak
chadds
chards
aromi sed that the journal
ri

freely on every topic of current interest and on every subject as it arises in which the
women of utah and the great sisterhood the world over are especially interested

position 4

this eventually

our

included advocating woman suffrage calling for increased

access to education and varieties of employment and defending the right to practice
plural marriage

the exponent provided mormon

women with a tangible medium

through which to form and convey their thoughts and through it they became a part of the
national conversation on the woman question

they were encouraged to write by

second editor emmeline B wells 1828 1921
1921 as a means to organize their thoughts and
wrestle with ideas As wells put it a woman may be a profound thinker
ideas never assume any form what will it avail

A

few ideas 167

but if her

further wells

pointed to the advantage of writing over public speaking which was also encouraged in
reaching a larger audience stating that a woman may speak truly but few will hear her
167

it was that larger audience that exponent writers sought to address as they wrote
wide actual subscriptions to the
worldwide
not only to their own community but to readers world

31

paper numbered between one and three thousand but readership was probably higher
considering the likelihood that women shared issues within relief societies and among
sister wives

the paper traveled outside utah as well lula richards indicates it went to

some of the most remote quarters of the globe as it was exchanged with other womens

publications

new volume 4

during emmeline wellss
wellas 37 year editorship there were

calls for bound volumes from several turn of the century exhibitions including the

chicago worlds fair the amsterdam international womens conference and the paris

world exposition additionally when mormon women were disenfranchised by the
federal government the exponent helped them form unexpected alliances with influential
women such as elizabeth cady stanton and susan B anthony who without supporting
polygamy argued their case for suffrage in the national spotlight although circulation
was relatively small it is important to understand that exponent writers intended their
message to reach beyond the great basin they believed they had a divine mandate to add

their voices to the larger discussion on women and to help correct outside misconceptions

of mormonism

response from non mormon readers indicates in many cases the paper was indeed
effective in dispelling false notions about utah mormonism and especially about

mormon women mrs virginia baghurst
Bam
hurst represents the thoughts of many when she tells
bamhurst
exponent readers that most americans think of utah as a place having a government
wherein man is the tyrant and woman the submissively tyrannized over
has not merely his own vote but just as many votes as he owns wives

that each man

but she then

goes on to praise and encourage the work of the exponent in disproving these
16

16erroneous
erroneous impressions

correspondence 49

other gentile readers noticed a

32

significant disparity when comparing their status with that of utah women M L

johnston observes

the women of your community cannot be much oppressed

they have the right of suffrage and a paper entirely devoted to their interests

when

that is

more than we can say for we are not allowed to vote even on questions directly
concerning us

correspondence 46

and at least one outside newspaper the stockton

leader acknowledged the positive influence of the paper declaring if the mormon
women read the EXPONENT and live up to its moral and intellectual teachings they will

never discredit the political rights they enjoy

interesting paragraphs 119

further

lula greene richards recounts comments from missionaries that having the exponent in
their hands when proselyting accomplished silent missionary work more potent than they
could do preaching long and loud

home affairs

5

if the exponent had some success correcting misconceptions among gentiles it
monnon
mon non women numerous
was even more effective in fostering a stronger bond among mormon
published letters sing the praises of the paper recognizing it as a powerful tool for
sisterhood

mary writes

As I1 glance over its columns and leam from the pens of

my sister writers the thoughts and aspirations that occupy their minds my heart swells
with enthusiasm and 1I long to join hands with them and say how fully 1I appreciate their
feelings and ideas dipsey
Pip
pipsey
sey papers 3

little one expresses a similar view when 1I

womans
woman
Wo manss voice 11
read 1I feel a union in spirit with those of my sisters comans

but

perhaps even more telling is the comment from the pen of
opines the
D K wherein she kopines
oad
ofd
benefit that would result from increased male readership she writes 1I ofttimes think it
would be well if the brethren would read our paper more than they do and become better

acquainted with the sisters feelings and desires and perhaps we could work to one

33

others

an
anothers interest better than we do now

plain talk 170

significantly church

leaders voiced enthusiastic support for the journal and encouraged men to read it

apostle george A smith urged a tabernacle assembly to sustain the exponent stating 1I
am surprised that all the gentlemen in the territory do not take it 1I invite all the elders

bishops and presiding officers in the stakes of zion

to become subscribers of this

little sheet for 1I am sure that they will be interested in the instruction and information it

contains

interesting extracts

11

clearly the paper was a valuable forum for

dialogue and understanding
in many ways the exponent functioned for mormon women like other suffrage
papers of the time but it had the distinct advantage of appealing to an existing audience

comans journal susan huxman draws on the work of
in her discussion of the boston womans
karlyn kohrs campbell to delineate four audience constraints which had to be overcome
nights
rhetous could fulfill their goals she lists these
rights
before nineteenth century womans
tights rhetors
comans lights

constraints as demographic differences among women a lack of publicly shared
experiences negative self concepts and the seeing of oneself as ineffectual

womans
comans journal 98 99

the

she therefore asserts that the primary rhetorical function of

comans journal was to create an audience through consci
rai
conaci
ausness ral
ousness
consciousness
sing by
raising
the womans
contrast mormon womens rights advocates did not face these barriers to the same
degree as their eastern sisters these women already felt a commonality stemming from

their shared system of beliefs and their experience of religious persecution moreover
they participated publicly in their community and in the church they had a positive sense

of self and they believed they had the power to effect change while editor lula greene

richards did use discretion in choosing which articles to publish believing she must

34

answer to god and her own conscience for her decisions she issued an open invitation
to patrons to lay before the readers of the EXPONENT your best devised and most
economical schemes for progression in all that pertains to temporal and spiritual
salvation

home affairs 4

5

the women answered her call with both prose and

poetry

an ideal form
too for initiating political
the essay in particular was an effective tool

and social

reform As a genre developed by sixteenth century white educated european men of

privilege the essay was not a vehicle historically available to or chosen by most women

but in the last one hundred and fifty years women have found the essay to be an effective
tool current scholarship lends
communicative too
ends insight into the reasons why lu dalton
might have chosen the essay to articulate her calls for reform in

the politics of the

essay joeres and mittman attest the essay is in many ways the ideal form for the
presentation of feminist ideas as a written form that resembles the speech

a public

act and invites dialogue and connection that is straightforward comprehensible yet

impassioned that allows and indeed assumes a personal presence

19

this was

important to nineteenth century women who were negotiating the space between the

victorian notion of public and private wanting to maintain a degree of propriety while
arguing for expanding womens roles joeres and mittman list the characteristics of the
essay as follows it makes a case for something presents and interprets evidence uses

experience and logic to argue a point and has the power or desire to persuade it does not
always follow a tightly structured format but can be elliptical and indirect as it works
its way around a point 16 17

finally sherry lee linkon adds the significant point that

35

the essay may well have served as a tool not only for womens participation in public
discourse but also for the legitimation of womens knowledge and experience as a kind of
authority

in her own voice xviii

this factor would be crucial

in an era when most

women were behind men in academic education as well as denied formal positions of

authority thus the essay is an important genre for nineteenth century women reformers
like dalton because it bridges the private and public the personal and political and it
validates personal experience as a source of authority

11

lu dalton uses every available argument in her essays to make clear the need to
elevate womans
comans status to equal mans she does not see an egalitarian position as
antithetical to womans
comans divine destiny but as a prerequisite as previously discussed the

prevailing ideology was that eves subjection to adam applied to all women but many
people in and out of the church also believed that woman could be restored to her position

of equality although that restoration of status was a complex and multi layered issue it
came to be symbolized nationally for some women by winning the vote sherilyn cox

bennion explains that as part of a rhetorical strategy to achieve this goal suffrage
newspaper editors gathered and presented all possible justifications for suffrage
bolstering their contentions and answering their opponents with every idea at their
disposal even when it resulted in inconsistencies

woman suffrage press 178

dalton uses the variety of available arguments in her writings as well assertions that
might seem inconsistent or unrelated come together as part of her exploration of the
multiple facets of a complicated issue thus she could expound upon the need for

36

prayer the importance of temperance and the power in motherhood as well as the dight
right
light

of suffrage and self determination all as parts of a complex call for broad based reform
antl antisuffragists
suffragists that woman had a divinely
further in contrast to the stance taken by anti

appointed domestic sphere in which she should remain exclusively dalton sees the lines

of demarcation between the public and private worlds as permeable and overlapping
allowing even necessitating womens public involvement

and whereas many

suffragists drew evidence from religion and scripture to argue against womens
antl antisuffragists
anti

involvement in politics dalton uses her religion to assert
assell the idea that the people of utah
asselt
in particular should be interested in abandoning customs that limited

womens civic

participation
As we sift through Dal
tons essays several issues surface as significant and
dalfons
daltons

central to her overall thesis that women and men must work as partners on equal footing
in order to progress in interpersonal relationships and in civilization as a whole both in

weaves themes such as the need for temperance the
interweaves
this world and the next dalton interweaver
inter
control of appetites and the differentiation between love and lust to convey the principle

of self control she touts the power in womens traditional roles of wife mother and
teacher by pointing to the importance of good parenting and setting a moral example she
then presses further to claim comans
womans right to education property suffrage custody of

her children and control of her earnings she argues for equal recreational and
educational opportunities for girls and for expanded work options with fair wages for
women she regards women as moral agents with the right of self sovereignty and she

encourages both their public participation and political activism her philosophy of
change that persuasion is more powerful than coercion becomes clear as she articulately

37

reasons with her reader taking her point through to its logical conclusion

neighbor

101

the careful

love thy

tone of many of
Dal
dai tons essays reflects her view that the
ofdaltons
dalfons
daltons

person who uses mild temperate language is far more readily believed than one who
moral temperance 150

raves

but that philosophy does not prevent her from writing

fervently and ironically to expose inequities and to appeal to her readers
reader s sense of

fairness

where social reform must originate
because victorian notions of femininity allowed woman a measure of authority
primarily in her role as mother and because the family is central to mormonism it is not
surprising that Dal
dalfons
tons early essays assert the importance of the home as a locus of
daltons
reform As a twenty five year old mother herself dalton argues that adult example is a
critical too
tool for change and she particularly cites parental hypocrisy as a power which

undermines moral instruction given Dal
dalfons
tons belief that boys received preferential
daltons
treatment it is interesting that her first published essay is A plea for the boys
in this biting column she traces the source of boys

wild behavior

bad habits back to the fathers example in the home 86

1872

bad language

and

specifically she cites a

wisdom12 and then contentedly puffing
fathers preaching the importance of the word of wisdom12
on his cigar or drinking intoxicants as the hypocrisy which will lead children to draw

sharp comparisons between precept and practice and to make poor choices in life 86

many women of the time were encouraging men to become more involved parents but
they were undoubtedly frustrated when the example of husbands undercut their

effectiveness as moral guardians dalton is also concerned about the traditionally
12

the mormon dietary restriction against tobacco
as described in section 89 of the doctrine and covenants

coffee tea alcoholic drinks and harmful drugs

38

authoritarian parenting style exhibited by many stating

parents 1I fear we are too jealous

of our authority and exercise too much control over our boys

she wonders if a more

moderate somewhat egalitarian approach would be more effective asking

would it not

be better to lay by some of this authority and show a little more of the friend and
companion

she suggests it is better to live consistently with what we preach and

86

to show children the appeal of choosing the right way rather than compelling them to

obey

that dalton

would have begun her essay writing by addressing the importance of

temperance and the example of the father is understandable when we consider the effect
her husband charless years of drinking must have had on her family alcoholism was a
large problem in the nineteenth century and it became a political issue as women
organized to combat it nancy woloch explains that the saloon was an enemy of women
and an insult to the sanctity of the home because the men who frequented it might

spend all their wages lose their jobs abuse their wives victimize their children or desert

their families entirely

women and the american experience 293

while there is no

evidence that charless problem reached this magnitude it surely impacted his family
negatively if for no other reason than it went against church teachings which discouraged
the use of liquor

the issue of abstaining from alcohol was an important one during

Dal
dalfons
daltons
tons lifetime as the church began to focus more intently on observing the guidelines

of the word of wisdom which was not strictly enforced in its early days

for charles it

was a weakness that began before his marriage to lucinda one he could not overcome
despite his promises to her that he would quit although dalton resigned herself to the
fact that her husband would always be a drinker it is clear from her frequent discussions

39

of the topic that she was strongly against it and that she wanted to help others avoid
similar pitfalls
Dal tons essays it is often apparent that little things exemplify great ones so
in daltons
dalfons

that the inability to temper ones drinking represents the larger problem of self control

exercise for girls

13
1311

she makes this correlation in where social reform must

again she rebukes fathers who live above the law and piously bewail the

originate

depravity of the world while seeking only their own sensual gratification

91

while dalton specifically mentions imbibing alcohol as the offensive practice she uses
language which implies the need to temper all appetites she asks readers

do you ever

repent in secret anguish that you did not exercise your divine night
right of sovereignty over
light
your own inferior passions and lead instead of follow them

T 91

A third essay makes clear dalfons
Dal
daltons
tons broader definition of temperance as moral

temperance

and it is here that she makes an important distinction between love and

passion she alerts readers

love that heavenly radiance which

purifies and

sanctified hearts which nothing else could reclaim is a name sorely misapplied
sanctifies

many by giving unrestrained liberty to all the emotions which it awakens in their peculiar
natures and pursuing the object with headlong speed miss it altogether and grasp
instead

passion that adder to sting the heart that warms it

moral temperance 151

dalton cautions readers to temper their emotions to avoid recklessness ruin and
torment

15
1511

polygamy is a factor here as the sharing of ones husband undoubtedly

provoked complicated emotions and required a certain level of emotional detachment
from the women men too would need to be on guard as the idea of courting another
woman while married could open the door to temptation since polygamy was a spiritual

40

principle only the noblest of motivations would have been appropriate most participants

claimed it actually required a higher level of morality to live the principle properly
A

vigilant watcher
in april of 1874 dalton turns her attention outward to the inequitable treatment

of females by custom and by law in a polemical two part essay entitled government
people and privileges

it is a list of grievances that could be described as a declaration

of sentiments of sorts here she uses familiar slavery rhetoric to illuminate the
injustices present in american society by correlating white womens
women s experiences with
that of black slaves she proclaims

let each individual

find his proper station in life by

his innate tendencies and powers not by any accident of birth or station keep not

millions of africans in bondage because they are not white nor millions of sisters in
equal subserviency because they are not brothers

she continues

the nation has scarcely ceased panting from the exertion of freeing its
lo its daughters hold up their
black children from their shackles when 10

manacled
mana cled hands and plead to have their fetters also broken

the sons cry

out in direst amazement these are not fetters but the costly bracelets
which we gave them to make them more beautiful in our eyes
bondage

they in

they are our idols gems who rule over us by the power of their

beauty their grace and all their little clinging caressing timid ways
167

she sees the victorian construction of womanhood as a form of bondage and she
identifies mans complicity in it she reveals the hypocrisy of turning a woman into a

41

beautiful but weak person for ones own pleasure and then asserting that because she is
inept she is incapable of accepting the responsibilities of citizenship

this disparity begins early on and requires careful education

a process dalton

demonstrates in a comparison of boys and girls experience while a boy is dressed in a
way that does not impede his movements

a girl must be dressed so that she will look

pretty whether she is comfortable or not

where he is allowed to live much in the open

air run shout whistle stand on head or heels thus building that vigor of body and
mind which later becomes the grounds of his self asserted

superiority

she must

embrowning
live mostly indoors for fear of em
browning that fair face which is her strongest claim to

future sovereignty

sic

indeed girls must not take boisterous exercise nor make a

like
loud noise because these are not lady
ladylike

government

pt

167 dalton claims
1167

1

the little exercise a girl gets comes from doing chores for her brother as well as herself

to add further injury

she is not as educated in academics but instead receives lessons on

social graces and sweet dependence

168

dalton laments that when a girl finally has

the opportunity to climb the stair of intellectual cultivation

she is expected to abandon

it forever to don those jeweled handcuffs bracelets those shining badges of slavery

and report herself in the matrimonial MARKET

168

this dalton

says women do

thanks to their careful education wherein they are taught numberless tricks and arts
which they use to attract attention and ultimately a husband 168

once married dalton points out the common law takes away any individual
rights a woman may have had
law

which outlawed bigamy

the utah territorial

legislature had rejected the common

in 1854 as one of many steps taken to accommodate

polygamy and grant inheritance rights to plural wives and their children

the legislature

42

also passed a married persons property act in 1872 and at the same time eliminated

dower thereby protecting the property of all women upon marriage

13

but most of the

country still held to many of the precepts which virtually erased a womans
comans legal
nights
rights to her husband by 1865 twenty nine states
existence during marriage and gave all fights

had passed some type of married womens property law which gave married women the
right to retain control of their real and personal property and earnings but the
effectiveness of these statutes was often mitigated or nullified entirely by conservative

judges who hearkened back to common law practice here dalton is addressing primarily
national but to some degree local problems since federal legislators threatened to return

utah to common law as part of their antipolygamy strategy
Dal
tons essay clearly demonstrates her understanding of the ramifications of
dalfons
daltons

these laws of coverture she first laments a womans
comans loss of her name upon marriage
but she concedes

rather than have confusion in childrens names

I1 am disposed to

consent to that sacrifice even though because of it her father gave her less of his
property than he did her brothers

168

she then observes

the portion she did inherit

by virtue of her marriage became her husbands and he is now sole master of it

joint owner but

SOLE

owner

he is owner of all during his life

not

and at his death he

may give by will to others two thirds of all his possessions leaving her only one

and if she die first she may not even bequeath her one third

third

except in a few

states which allowed her to if she obtained her husbands written consent

168

but

having no rights to property is just the beginning of Dal
tons indictment she points out
dalfons
daltons
in plain language how laws further penalize married women by listing the rights she
see carol cornwall madsen at their peril utah law and the case of plural wives
1850 1900 in A world we thought we knew readings in utah history 68 84
13

43

would enjoy if she had an unmarried

and therefore immoral

sexual relationship with a

could a woman consent to sacrifice her conscience

man she explains

she might

enter into private contract with any man and so long as she did not bear his name nor
claim marriage she might live with him rear children possess her own property buy and
sell give legal deeds make a legal will and more than all possess her own children

government pt 22171
171

nights
lights
she reasons that it is unfair to strip women of these rights

when they choose marriage an institution which stabilizes society and undergirds
under girds its
moral foundation

dalton then boldly albeit euphemistically addresses womens lack of self
sovereignty in marriage in careful language she writes

then again

her body

which

she inherited at her birth by the divine right of her humanity is no longer hers she may

not use it as she pleases but as he pleases and rebellion against his supreme will in this

matter is so severely condemned by law that many divorces have been granted on this
complaint alone

government pt 11168
168

directly to female readers

husbands

think of it

she underscores her meaning by speaking

dear sisters your persons are not yours but your

they own both themselves and you

168

Dal
dalfons
tons call for womens self sovereignty harmonized with the arguments of
daltons

many national womens rights advocates such as elizabeth cady stanton but there were
few women who were willing to address such a sensitive issue in a public forum

for

stanton though the idea was central to her philosophy that women should control their
own destiny and she often took the opportunity to broach the subject when she lectured
all female audiences

according to nancy woloch stanton urged her listeners to

demand self control from men and to engage in sexual relations not at mens insistence

44

but only of their own volition possibly only for purposes of conception

american experience 326

women and the

Dal
dalfons
tons core belief on this subject may actually correspond
daltons

cormons
stantons
more closely with St
antons than with other mormons
Mormons whose similar philosophy of self
stanions
restraint stemmed from a general defensiveness over polygamy rather than an assertion of

womens prerogatives klaus hansen explains that because gentiles viewed polygamy as
mormons strongly insisted that the primary
a convenient means to gratify male sexuality cormons
purpose of any marriage was to have offspring

changing perspectives 33

thus

mormons
among cormons
Mor mons sexual relations during pregnancy and lactation were prohibited and
were theoretically engaged in at other times only for procreation

that said

it is also

important to note that not everyone was capable of such self denial there were instances

of persons being charged with criminal intimacy even in polygamous communities where
they could have been married

by restricting sex to procreation women could gain some measure of control over
childbearing dalton weighs in on this issue as she advocates allowing wives to choose
the timing of at least their first pregnancy in

born
the first bom

1874 she asserts that the

infant mortality rate could be lowered if women had realistic expectations of marriage
and were mentally and emotionally ready to become mothers

her position reflects the

notion that the mothers temperament during pregnancy could impact her unborn child for
good or ill she is concerned that the timid ignorant young bride

who has not yet

grown accustomed to being a wife often finds herself and in all probability unwillingly
approaching the throne of motherhood

63 emphasis added

she elaborates however

welcome that throne and crown might be afew
a pew
a few months hence she
few years or even anew
afew
now shrinks back affrighted knowing that she is not yet able to bear calmly the many

45

small contemptible and yet to her in her transition state galling rankling attendant
annoyances

63 emphasis added

these annoyances come both from outside the home and from within dalton
cites gossip from neighbors who count the months between marriage and childbirth as
one detrimental factor which can harm mother and baby having her honor thus

questioned the young bride is more susceptible to overwrought anxiety which may
injure the constitution of her helpless and passive charge

63

she also indicates that a

womans
comans expectations of marriage may come from idyllic pictures drawn from the pages
of romance and fiction so that when her imperfect husband is less attentive and yielding
than during courtship she may become depressed and self doubting 63

Dal
dalfons
tons
daltons

advice is practical teach young people the actual everyday homely realities and duties

of life keep third parties from meddling in the affairs of newlyweds and most
important

let the wife be her own judge concerning her own fitness and readiness to

undertake the duties of motherhood

63

in taking this position dalton is not

advocating ending a pregnancy as she makes abundantly clear elsewhere by proclaiming
44

but above all things never

NEVER

think of freeing yourself from the incumbrance of

an expected child for if you succeed your hands are stained with innocent blood

murders increase 184

and

rather her underlying concern is helping emotionally mature

women have healthy infants that survive childhood

at the time she wrote this essay

born a son who died on his
dalton was still in mourning over the loss of her own first bom
second birthday a few years earlier nevertheless her public declaration that women
should have a measure of control over sex and reproduction is surprisingly progressive
and connects her to national figures such as stanton

46
A

common thesis
dalton made a point of keeping current on all matters that pertained to women

comans
particularly in the political arena and she specifically cites articles from the womans
journal as well as the writings of stanton and popular columnist fanny fem
bem she
fern
believes it is important for a woman to be a vigilant watcher of national and local
policy so that she can form intelligent opinions
she read

comans journal
the womans

our opinion

toward that end

138

pro suffrage newspaper published in boston by lucy
the prosuffrage

stone and she responds directly to specific articles and essays printed there she says
within its pages she finds good and wise friends who in womans
comans behalf tear off

correspondence 122

disguises and reveal the real state of things

she applauds the

journals condemnation of fashion worship mammon worship and man worship
woman suffrage 86

she extols the papers balanced approach to issues and its

advocacy of perfect equality and not tyranny from either man or woman

86

dalton

Park
joins in the papers national dialogues such as the one sparked by francis parkmans
darkmans
mans
two part article against woman suffrage parkmans
Parkmans plea for deliverance from woman
darkmans

suffrage provoked a flurry of rebuttals from suffragists like julia ward howe lucy

stone and stanton

woman question 339

rhetoric to reveal his core issue

the man

parkmans
Dal
mans
darkmans
dalfons
tons retort cuts through Park
daltons

nights of women cannot
who opposes the equal lights
rights

deny nor conceal when defining his position that his great dread is to lose the dear
privilege of dictating to some woman and pocketing her money

correspondence 122

in this same column dalton reveals her affinity for elizabeth cady stanton

counting her among the wisest and best of women
her mild and forcible manner

correspondence 122

flauding
lauding

stantons
St
dalton quotes stanions
antons observation on parkman which

47

reveals that the real obstacles for women often come from the political actions of the men
closest to them

chance insults from the lower orders are light indeed compared with

those which are coined into laws and constitutions by our husbands fathers brothers
sons

122

dalton concurs with St
stantons
antons position that because legal and social
stanions

injustice has been imposed upon woman by man under the pretense of protecting her
44

self protection is the best

122

St
stantons
dalton may have become familiar with stanions
antons

comans journal and the exponent stanton
views through her published addresses in womans
and susan B anthony had visited salt lake city in 1871 to address gatherings of newly

enfranchised utah women but dalton does not say if she attended the meeting and it
seems unlikely that she could have easily made such an arduous journey north

it does seem surprising though that a mormon plural wife would espouse many
of the same beliefs as stanton especially considering that stanton was deemed radical for
her time jill mulvay derr raises the point that although mormon women and feminists
might have been moving in similar directions
diametrically opposite

snow

their points of departure were

at least in the early years of the suffrage movement

eliza R

in her analysis of eliza R snows position on the woman question

81

derr
den

argues that snow seemed to advocate every tenet radical feminists were working to
uproot as she conceded womans
comans degradation and mans superiority as unalterably

determined
minded

81

derr reports that snow distrusted that class known as strong

woman kind with ingress to the
who flatter themselves that they may elevate womankind

qtd in eliza R snow 77
ballot box and access to financial offices itd

writing a

stantons
Dal
generation later dalfons
antons on this point than
stanions
tons views converge more with St
daltons
as she believes in

snows

womens ability to rise to a level of respect and authority equal to

48

mens in part through reforming political and social practices further she believes that
womens nobility and purity exceed mens and declares not for all their boasted
supremacy superiority and extensive advantages would 1I have women come down to

their low moral level

autobiography 9

she admits she has come to this realization

after gaining some perspective quoting another of her favorites fanny fern dalton
writes
1

in my youth and blissful ignorance 1I longed to be a boy but like fanny fem
bem

I am now thankful that 1I belong to a more respectable class

autobiography

of society

8

dalton shares a further commonality with fanny fern in the belief that the
subjection of women by men starts an injurious chain of consequences that affects
everyone while the elevation of women is crucial to achieving the potential of both
sexes dalton astutely observes

every act of injustice to a fellow creature recoils upon

dwarfling
the perpetrator warping or dwarfing
dwarfing his or her nature and blinding the spiritual eyes

for

these reasons man cannot hope to ascend the kingly throne of excellence while his

inseparable companion remains outside the gate in bonds
parallels ferns thoughts

our opinion 138

this

how strange it all seems to me the more I1 ponder it that men

comans enlightenment is mans millennium
cant or dont or wont see that womans

lady

lecturers ruth hall 370
in one instance dalton departs from her usual incisiveness and writes a fiery

fanny fern esque expose
exposd on what appears to be an incident from her own marriage she
mimics not only ferns deliberately gossipy style but also her method of appealing to the
common experience of women stating she has the deliberate intention of showing my
claws this morning

she recounts a stinging tale of a husbands insensitivity to his young

49

wife

the way they do

46

the incident is told in second person so that the reader is

immediately put in the cifes
wifes place dalton describes the life of most rural women

your husband is absent on business much of the time and you have to be both master
and mistress about home cut your own wood water your own garden and do your own

marketing

when you have anything to market with

46

but you have not the heart to

is planning to spend a day in the hills to escape the heat

attend this time because charles is still absent

it is july and the whole town

she uses her husbands name and the

dear fellow might feel a little sad to think you could really enjoy such an excursion
without him

46

when charles returns unexpectedly the conscientious wife hurries to

attend to his needs waiting until the next day to tell him about the riding party
to rig up a team

too late

he offers to go to town for some nice groceries for a little home

holiday and a cozy dinner together instead

the darling fellow

presently he returns laden with parcels and

46

he tells you hurriedly that

brown and them encountered him over in town and nothing would do but that he must
go out with them and see what the pic nic ers were doing

countenance fall and asks would you like to go too

he sees his wifes
cifes

relieved when she answers no

and with the air of one who has done his whole duty he replies

1

I

didnt think you

would since there are to be only men in the carriage and 1I am only an invited party but
you and aunty
aulty can make yourselves comfortable here and have your little dinner together

the same as if 1I was with you

46

charles departs and the devoted wife throws herself

on the bed and has a good cry because the slight and loneliness you would not risk

putting upon him he would lay on upon you ten times magnified
the end of the story dalton continues

then you rise

46

but that is not

bathe your eyes

and sit

50

down to tell the EXPONENT all about it hoping in your secret soul that he will read it
and be very indignant thus proving that his conscience pricks him

46

the column

ends with the self consolation that scores of wives will read the story and identify with
the authors plight exclaiming

isnt that the truth just the way they do

46

if this is indeed an autobiographical episode then it reflects a significant
connection that dalton feels with readers as she turns to the exponent sisterhood to salve

her wounded feelings there is an additional entry from dalton in this same august 1873
issue a personal letter explaining why she has not contributed for a few weeks editor

lula richards had noted her absence in the july 15

edition regretting the omission of

those ever welcome and highly entertaining and suggestive communications with which
we have been so greatly favored

home affairs 29

14

dalton reports that she has been

busy nursing her husbands ailing wife elizabeth staying at her home to do the cooking

cleaning and sewing for her family she admits

1 I am as

proud of it as 1I could be of a

womans
Wo mans voice 47
flaming article which would fix the eyes of thousands comans

it seems

unlikely working under such time constraints that dalton would have made the effort to
write such a scathing account of husbandly insensitivity if it were simply for

entertainment rather it is a specific effort to vent frustration and pain a pointed attempt
to make her voice heard by the man who has caused it and an appeal to other women for

consolation

comans opinions
the state needs womans
dalton reaches out to her sisters to encourage them as well she believes that to
arrive at the whole truth of any matter under consideration there must be an equitable
14

to clarify

connotations

here suggestive means to offer a suggestion rather than having sexual

51
46

exchange of ideas between women and men

our opinion

138

toward that end she

prompts tentative women to bolster their courage and begin expressing their opinions
publicly

this can be seen in a letter she addresses to my dear sisters

relief society
voice

3

letter to the

the choice of a letter at once allows her a more personal and intimate

her advice is sisterly and heartening

as she begins by affirming women and

praising their contributions in their homes and communities declaring
to which you are called

speaking in front of groups

who withholds not the little she can

and blessed be she

do because she cannot do great things

3

holy is the work

she then coaxes the women to practice

in this instance in the safety of relief society meetings

assuring them they each have something to contribute she entreats

be not afraid of the sound of your own voices if your diffidence drive
ideas from your mind the first time you rise promise yourself you will
have your nerves and thoughts under better control another time and do

not put that other time off too long if you think others are older and wiser
than you so be it but the one truth you may be able to express is just as
true as any one of the ten another may set forth and should not be

concealed because it is but one

3

she further admonishes them to be educated suggesting that in their sewing circles one
be appointed to read instructive books to the group while the others work she reminds
them that as women they have the power to instill their hopes and aspirations in the
so any measure moral religious political social or domestic which is

next generation

universally desired by mothers their children in after years will surely accomplish in spite

of opposition

3

52

Dal
education is absolutely imperative in dalfons
daltons
tons view for without it woman cannot

progress she declares

in the natural order of things a person must be prepared for

woman suffrage 86

responsible positions before occupying them

she makes a

clear distinction between social and academic education asserting that women who are
educated to be socially defined ladies are actually enslaved she opines
kopines

so long as

idleness and helplessness are the standards by which to measure a womans
comans ladyhood

woman suffrage 86

just so long she will be a slave to ladyism

dalton compares

those who restrict female education to the the slave owners of the south who thought
it necessary to the security of their property that their slaves be kept in ignorance

government
pt 2171
govemmentpt2171
as highly educated as man

she praises the mormon philosophy that woman should be
and she looks to relief society meetings as excellent

schools where women can improve themselves
in A

talk with the sisters dalton

A talk 191

womans
asserts it is a mormon comans

responsibility to be educated in order to fulfill her potential and that women should
become more efficient in their domestic work to allow time for self culture here she
addresses those who deem they can ALWAYS spend their time better at home
to them that in addition to extending charity

member to improve herself 191

it is the duty of each

stressing

relief society

succinctly she tells them although womans
comans first

mediate
and most likely her last duty is at her fireside she has anten
nediate ones elsewhere
intermediate
inten
191

she recommends attending lectures concerts libraries art galleries and

counsels the sisters not to worry about being sneered at as strong minded
called bluestocking
blue stocking for doing so 191

or being

she declares my firm belief is that the

mother who keeps home more strictly than necessary thus leading too narrow a life is

53

farther from her duty than she who studies to save labor that she may have time to mingle
with her kind to inform her mind and refresh her body

she underscores her

191

message by submitting the idea that god is testing us in small matters preparatory to
calling us to labor in great ones so that we must take every opportunity to educate
ourselves and be prepared to occupy any position
191

to which we may be called

by calling education a religious duty dalton gives women a new impetus to take

time from household work to improve themselves often it was less a matter of desire
than logistics that prevented women from becoming more educated by encouraging
women to be more efficient and by suggesting relief society meeting as a site of both
temporal and spiritual instruction dalton offers practical solutions to the problem of time

constraints her argument also has the added benefit of being endorsed by editor lula

greene richards who exhorts her readers to give special attention to the column as
41

many of you are needing such hints as are therein given and it contains good food for

every intelligent mind

home affairs 189

womens education is necessary preparation for giving the state their opinions
through the ultimate symbol of womens civic participation

the elective franchise

for

utah women the franchise was inextricably connected to their religious practice of

comans exponent became the forum for debate
polygamy and womans

the women of the

great basin had initially been given the vote by the territorial legislature in 1870 after
they mobilized to protest the 1869 cullom bill which would have enforced anti bigamy
laws dalton explains that mormon women were ready to use the franchise wisely in part

because of their educational preparation but she hastens to add

their chief preparation

for the ballot lies in having so long and so keenly felt the need of a weapon of self

54

defense against the scorn and contumely of the world at large

dalton articulates the feelings of many when she proclaims

woman suffrage 86

she the mormon woman

never asked for the franchise but when it was offered to her she accepted it gratefully and
will now cling to it as her life

86 emphasis added

subsequent threats to take away the franchise were met with indignant responses
from dalton such was the case for the 1873 Frelinghuysen
frelinghuysen bill which under the guise

of protecting mormon women would have abolished polygamy returned utah to
common law and permanently stfipped
stripped the franchise from women

even if the rest of

the country should later grant it dalton wonders how any unprejudiced person could
44

call it just that mormon women be deprived of their franchise at the whim of

interested or disinterested politicians who make not even a pretense of showing a reason
for it

that bill

127

she then delineates what the vote means to her 1I look upon it

as the concession of government that daughters are human as well as sons and as a

stepping stone to all other privileges
dis
act which disfranchiser
disfranchised
franchised utah women

127

in the end it was the 1887 edmunds tucker

as one of the federal governments antipolygamy

moves

when the church finally discontinued polygamy in 1890 after years of
persecution by the government utah women were again faced with having to win voting
nights
rights
fights as part of the terri
territorys
torys 1895 bid for statehood

with the support of suffrage

leaders such as susan B anthony mormon women publicly worked for their cause

issuing a call to action in the pages of the exponent naturally dalton was among them
in one of her most fiery essays she asks readers

shall women themselves under the veil

of their traditional modesty stand silently by in a crisis like the present and let this great

55

wrong be done to them and their children to their country and civilization

her answer

is emphatic

mark this sister women

to do so would make us accessories before the

fact to nothing less than a great crime you who walked side by side with
your pioneer husbands out of civilization into desolation you who bore
more than an even share of hardship and danger in subdueing
sub dueing sic this
stubborn unfriendly clime you who toiled hoped prayed but wept not
can never be persuaded that you and your daughters are not equally

concerned in all that pertains to this hard won home equal heirs to the
grand estate

shall utah become a state 113

dalton believed womens actions over the years had completed every requisite to honest
useful citizenship proving they deserved the vote 113

after some debate the men

agreed and utah was granted statehood with woman suffrage as part of its constitution

but for dalton the suffrage victory was an outward sign of what she hoped was an inward
change in attitudes toward women in nineteenth century america

unfettered liberty

dalfons
tons editorials call for the elimination of laws and opinions that limit
daltons
lu Dal
womans
comans choices asserting that women have the right to self determination she says she

I

1I am not
is glad women do not wish to dictate to men but instead they sensibly argue 1

your counterpart but 1I am your equal my mission on earth is as important as high and
holy as yours and 1I have equal need of unfettered liberty to choose my own course in life
and pursue the calling for which 1I am best fitted

our opinion

138

she believes it

would send a positive message to children if they knew that their mothers devotion was

56

the fruit of her own free will and choice

that she was not driven to rearing men and

de
women by public opinion and laws which debarres
debarred
barred her from anything else

138

she

calls for making alternatives available to women saying that for most of them maternal
and hearthside
hearth side duties are dear

but she adds if one woman is fit and willing to serve

the public in any honorable calling it is an oppressive law which forbids

138

further

as a utah teacher whose earnings averaged 40 percent less than her male counterparts she

advocates fair compensation for womans
comans labor writing

this working twenty four

hours a day for board and clothes is growing too monotonous and we feel like it is time
to adjudge the rate of wages according to the actual service being performed instead of

according to the sex of the servant

not dead

159

15

Dal
comans cause
tons prose is clear and rational as she voices womans
dalfons
daltons
equal voice in family affairs and equal ownership in children and purse
158

not dead

dalton attests that laws can never be quite just until man and woman stand on a

true level having equal rights equal honor equal self sovereignty
86

she wants an

her essays illuminate disparities and expose injustices
and men

women

woman suffrage

in an effort to make

aware of the debilitating consequences of such practices and to

inspire them to make the changes necessary to reach equality she reminds her audience
that by elevating women individuals and society as a whole will progress in summary
she avers

liberty knowledge and integrity are three things which are never lessened
by being imparted to others so let woman advance all she can in

learning dignity and every good word and work and it will
patriotism leaming
15

49.10
joyce kinkead states As late as 1885 the average monthly salary in utah was 4910
4910 for men
xviii
and 2960
29.60
2960 for women schoolmarm xiii xliii
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acquire ments or opportunities but
detract nothing from mens abilities acquirements
only increase the sum total of the worlds intelligence and worth

opinion 138

our
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chapter 3
gleams of light

poetry by lu dalton

though clouds may lower and thunders roar

the timid to affright
far faith breathes calmly evermore
beyond this all is light

lu dalton grim duty

Dal
dalfons
tons poetry continues her polemics but it shows her private pain and spiritual
daltons

strength as well

her subject matter here is as varied as in her prose and many poems

challenge illogical arguments with the same fiery directness but on occasion her poetry
permits her audience to see the complicated woman behind the public persona

a woman

who at times feels vulnerability sadness and resignation in her autobiography dalton
discloses

from my childhood 1I have done considerable thinking and long years ago

pondered questions which puzzle me still

7

within her poetry dalton finds a space to

hand her search for
grapple with those questions while allowing her reader to see first
firsthand
meaning and understanding

dalfons
tons poems in the context of
daltons
this chapter will discuss Dal

her life and her religious beliefs with a consciousness of her published essays it will
show her effective rhetorical use of identification and her ability to enter into dialogue
with her readers through her poems she addresses different audiences men she would

like to educate women she wants to uplift and the mormon community in general
Dal
dalfons
tons commitment to raising womens status remains as firm as her commitment to
daltons

her faith and she uses her poetry to do political as well as personal work as she writes
about womens roles motherhood relationships and polygamy

59
1I

dalfons
tons life has much in common with the lives of other nineteenth
daltons
lu Dal

century

american woman poets cheryl walker characterizes the woman poet from this era as
well educated and spiritually keen
was out of her teens

showing unusual intellectual promise before she

she was either single or frustrated in marriage and suffered

intensely and relatively early from the deaths of loved ones

she turned to writing to

ease financial burdens or a troubled heart and often sought the support of an influential
male

american women poets xxxii

Dal tons life experience
using this list as criteria daltons
dalfons

is quite typical As were most female writers of her day dalton was a precocious child

I

she recalls 11I loved my books and came to regard the head of the class as my rightful
autobiography 4

place

because she was bright she explains

my parents desired to

give me especially every opportunity at their command hoping that afterward 1I would be
able to teach my younger brothers and sisters

4

the importance of precocity cannot be

underestimated in the development of many nineteenth century women writers walker
explains

by seeming precocious a girl could establish

worthy to be further educated and encouraged

an identity as an exception

american women poets xxix

dalton

received academic encouragement and support from her parents who wanted all their
children to be educated as well as from the unnamed male teacher in utah who
recognized her potential and began training her at age twelve to become a teacher herself

dalton was also a deeply spiritual woman who drew immense strength from her
religion and her faith in god she says her religion upheld her in many a bitter trial
and comforted her in grief when nothing else could

autobiography

13

she was

prayerful from an early age and her autobiography records times when those prayers were

60

answered as well as spiritual experiences which reveal her gifts of intuition and prophecy

one occasion which demonstrates the power of her faith happened when she was only

her baby brother was extremely ill and the family feared he would die she

sixteen

writes that she believed in all humility that since she had lived near to the lord and
tried to do his will

she was entitled to claim the promise whatsoever ye ask in my

name in faith that shall ye receive

14

she fasted and prayed with intense fervor

that her brothers life would be spared the baby lingered for several days neither getting

better nor worse one day she overheard her anguished mother cry aloud
why must my innocent baby suffer so much if it is
his cruel sufferings end
will

14 15

oh lord not mine be done

why oh

gods will to take him away

oh let

thy

444

lucinda ran out and fell to her knees sobbing
15

when she returned to the room she saw a

change in the little ones face and later that evening he died

the experience taught

dalton two things about herself she learned that frail humans must submit to a loving

fathers

will that does not always correspond with their own

and in retrospect she

realized that because she had expected to have a sudden and entire change of heart as
part of her spiritual journey she had failed to recognize that the spirit of the grace of

god had always been in her life she had sought mou
mourning
ming for something that was
already hers 14

As she explains

heart is already at the feet of christ

where can be the need of a change of heart if ones
14

walkers observation that the typical female writer was either single or frustrated
in marriage and turned to writing for emotional healing is also true for lu dalton

she

had been determined to remain a single woman and became a plural wife on october 3
1868 to charles dalton only after experiencing a spiritual witness that she describes as

61
44

a direct incontrovertible testimony

this man for my yokefellow

that it was the will of god

autobiography 20

that 1I should accept

charles according to lavina

fielding anderson was without doubt the man who was most significant both for good
Luc
and for ill in lucinday
indas life
lucindas

lucinda 143

dalton credits him for curing her

misanthropy yet married life with him was both economically and emotionally
challenging charles was joint owner of a store in beaver utah as well as a teamster who
hauled freight to surrounding areas however these two enterprises barely brought in
enough money to support himself five wives and more than twenty living children
nai
nal
normal
charless long absences financial difficulties and drinking as well as the non

challenges of marriage complicated by polygamy took a toll on his wives A family
16
julietta16
julletta
julietta
could no longer stand the continual strife and
account relates that his first wife

bickering and left her husband in 1870 although lavina anderson states that julietta
17
sealed17
was the only wife who remained sealed
to charles even after his death

pioneer family

story of a

family histories also note that second wife elizabeth and third wife

sarah jane separated from charles at this time as well but genealogical records suggest
that their separations were not permanent at this time since these wives bore him children

after 1870 it is understandably clear though that there were times of trial and
contention in the various dalton households
As a couple charles and lucinda were not exempt from the struggle required to

make a plural marriage into the celestial marriage that it was supposed to be and neither

16

also spelled juliette in some genealogical sources lavina andersons biographical article calls
her juliaetta but this seems to be the name of her eldest daughter
17

marriages performed in the temple which unite a man and woman not only for this life but also
dealings
sea lings
for eternity are called sealings

62

were

lus parents

their lives and marital troubles intersected when lus father john P

lee married margaret pope as a plural

wife on august 22
1868 if family records are
221868

correct this was just a few days after he had returned from a church mission to the
southern states

this marriage alienated his first wife eliza

who had given birth to their

thirteenth child in his absence and had made cloth and leather gloves to help support the
family in the wake of financial setbacks tensions which eventually led to john and

alizas
elizas separation

increased over the next two years causing dalfons
Dal
tons younger sister
daltons

emma to quit her parents home and move in with charles and lucinda
soon thereafter a conflict arose between charles and his father in law lavina

fielding anderson recounts a beaver ward clerks minutes from april 1871 which state
188

teachers18
teachers were sent to make peace between charles and john P but
that the ward teachers8
were unsuccessful

lucinda 148

anderson suggests the quarrel may have been over

the engagement of the forty five year old charles and seventeen year old emma which

possibly happened without the fathers consent after their october 9 wedding emma

lucinday
apparently continued to live in Luc
indas home plural wives living in one household
lucindas
was a rather common arrangement in polygamy particularly when the wives were sisters

dalton does not record her feelings about her sisters marriage to her husband but her
affection for emma remained constant and her love for and loyalty to charles was

steadfast even in trying times

which must have come for charles and emma since their

marriage ended in divorce less than four years later dalton would request a sealing
cancellation in effect a divorce herself thirteen months after charless death in 1883

18

pairs of men assigned to routinely visit and carry a gospel message to specific families within a
congregation or ward

63

although she professes her love for him even then

19

overall this was an extremely

difficult period for dalton who gave birth to a daughter and lost her beloved two year old
son charles only a few months before charles and emmas wedding it was also during
1872
these years that she began writing for exponent which began publication june 111872

the timing may have been significant

since these were also the years that she and her

sister were married to the same man but it may also have been a fortunate coincidence
that she had a forum in which she could publicly express her political views her
frustrations and her insights

n

comans sphere
what is womans
Dal
tons december
dalfons
daltons

Wo mans sphere is a good example of her
comans
1873 poem womans

reformn efforts directed toward men here she asserts the power of the pen in
poetic refon

womans
comans stainless hands to help others back again
lands

106

to heavens bright

celestial

she is again adamant that woman must have more knowledge and

opportunities in order to fulfill her divine mission on earth a mission dalton sees as
encompassing the political and academic worlds as well as the domestic rhetorically
she asks
106

comans sphere
tell me what is womans

what path was she designed to tread

only a few months earlier she had made it clear in an essay that she had no use

for spheres if they required her to swallow the nauseous doses of unsupported
opinion advanced as fact by arrogant men who expected women to accept

Luc
indas death
lucindas
lavina anderson states that this cancellation was rescinded fifteen years after lucinday
by church president heber J grant this action would leave her sealed to charles again lucinda L
dalton 164
19

64

unquestioningly the most absurd dogma on any topic without a shred of convincing
evidence

assertion is not proof 54

it is to these men that she directs this poem

presenting a threefold
three fold argument first womens contributions must be acknowledged and
respected second women need intellectual and cultural development to fulfill their role
as mothers and for their own personal growth and third womans
comans advancement is not a

threat but is essential to the common good

she begins by asking if women must forfeit their womanly strengths in order for
their contributions to be validated as equally important and vital as mens she wonders

must she

TO PROVE SHE HAS A SOUL

sphere 106

fling gentle attributes away

the prospect of women taking on masculine

womans
Wo mans
comans

characteristics along with

public roles was a concern often voiced in the nineteenth century by both women and
men here she is suggesting that not only will women not become mannish

they will

bring a healing uplifting influence to the world beyond their front door Is womans
comans
mission strife or peace

woes
boes

her fittest task to wound or heal

weary victims and increase

mans power to fight and conquer ill

womens ability to strengthen and ennoble others
be respected she implores
set

to rivet fetters or release

is a quality which

106

dalton insists must

since on the souls of men her seal in fadeless characters is

oh let her know behold and feel the glorious crown of mortal weal her god

upon her brow has set

106

she next wonders if woman is forbidden from turning her longing eye on
anything beneath the sky beyond her small domestic lore

106

home life is

important to dalton but as she asserts in her essays women need to grow intellectually as
well

65

Is she but fit to sweep and sew

to spread her masters table well

to go and come

to come and go

on one unvaried round and grow
in nothing good if nothing ill

has she no mind to cultivate

no heart for fatherland to glow
no in
interest
trest in the future fate

of sons and daughters

that her state

Is almost slavery vile and low

106

with a life weighed down by petty cares woman is unable to cultivate her intellect and
enlarge her soul

her mind then becomes

a desert from long suppression

making her

less capable of attending to gods dearest and most sacred care of rearing his children
106

dalton employs two further strategies to convince her reader of the veracity of her
position she uses what kenneth burke calls identification

inviting men to put

themselves in womens place she recalls to men the benefits they receive from
intellectual growth with the hope they will recognize their sisters have a similar need

she reminds them when your minds culture is complete
refined

for mate in life

your nature polished and

tis surely meet you have a soul not simply sweet

but strong

66

and noble heart and mind

106

20
motherhood20
then
uses the republican motherhood
she

philosophy that educated women are better wives and mothers who will rear
correspondingly intelligent and virtuous citizens

her courage makes her daughter brave

her wisdom makes her son more wise
she points out to men that womans
comans

106

cultivation and development is thrice well for them as it benefits women children and
men she writes

no shadow charming

fit her for her duties grave
side with you

106

to

toy or slave can ever be companion true

more light and room must woman have

to walk side by

woman needs more education and more of lifes experiences to be

an equal partner to man to be a proficient mother and to be a responsible member of

her argument ends with a call to look to the past for the evidence which supports

society

her claims

for turn

his torys page and see
to historys

made him worthy of our pride

the heros mother

it was she who

106

Dal
dalfons
tons rhetorical strategies as she speaks to men also include the use of humor
daltons
and irony this is most apparent in answer to what are

we men to do

here

1876

appearing in exponent written by R W
she offers a rebuttal to a selected poem appealing

easterbrooks a male poet who wonders what will be left for men to do when women
assume the occupations that have traditionally been theirs

he says some

suggest that

worn argument that this would be impossible
roles could be exchanged but he uses the wom
since god has fixed it so we
female mothers

cant because babies must be borne and nursed

what are we men to do

172

by

Dal
dalfons
tons response is
daltons

characteristically direct and drenched with irony

20

republican motherhood is a term coined by historian linda kerber although this ideal still
restricted women from public life it increased the social significance of motherhood as it gave women more
influence in the home

67

it seems gentle sir you are somewhat afraid

your strong minded sisters may step from their sphere

and some of your precious MENS RIGHTS may invade
excuse me a moment to wipe off this tear

you fear their activity given full sway
would really monopolize industries all

you flatter them sir in so happy a way
1I

bow you my thanks in behalf of them all

answer

17

easterbrooks elicits no sympathy from dalton who mocks his claim and exposes
its implications dalton first challenges his offer to trade places calling him

exceptional if he is actually willing to take on the responsibilities of twenty four hour
child care she also makes it clear that easterbrooks has entirely oversimplified the
problem

you speak of the babes with the satisfied air of one who has cited the

catalogue through

17

she counters that if motherhood were only a matter of caring for

children there would be enough time left for study so that women could lift themselves
in intellect ALMOST to you

17

again she notes that the exhausting and time

consuming work women do is undervalued by men
always been scorned

the

little admitted which gives them their breath

the burdens so patiently borne
17

tis thus that our labors have
men smile at

though we know their weight often crushes to death

dalton was acutely aware of the demands of domestic work working nearly her

entire life as a teacher in addition to her role as mother she at one point employed her

sister wife sarah jane to help with the housework

the arrangement was beneficial

to

68

both women since the income from lucinda meant sarah jane could afford to pay tuition

for her own childrens education

dai tons poem further argues that women
dal
dalfons
daltons

are no longer willing to accept the

limitations placed on them by cultural and legal constraints limits which men have been
anxious to keep in place

scant praise and less pay have resolved us at last

to try some employments man claims for his own
we like them they pay us the time being past

to tremble at shadows

the barriers thrown

around us by man we will scale or pull down
denying his right to prescribe every sphere

to say

after fixing our limits all round

my sphere is unbounded but yours is just here

17

dight to decide for
right
dalton claims here as she does in her essays that women have the light

themselves the parameters of their sphere because their domestic work is undervalued
and because they find economic and emotional satisfaction from the few occupations
open to them women are now asserting the right to determine their lifes course

consequently this raises the issue of fair compensation for labor women not only
receive scant praise

they also collect less pay

hand the
dalton experienced first
firsthand

repercussions of working to achieve wage parity in an 1891 letter to her cousins

lois

and john bushman dalton explains that a recent move to payson utah is the result of

her having too much to say on the subject of fair pay for female teachers

69
1I

always took the liberty to assert that it was a disgrace to the town to hire

girls who had education enough ability enough and character enough to
be trusted with our little children for three dollars a week

the girls

learned my tune and sung it to the board until they were forced to raise

4.50
their wages to the extravagant sum of 450
450 a week holding me to blame
for this squandering of the public funds the board resolved to take it out

of my salary this year but when 1I refused to rebate a hundred dollars of
my wages they hired another man paid him as much or more and left me
to learn
leam wisdom by the things 1I suffered but providence was on my side
I1 know because payson sent for me unasked and 1I am all right yet

2 3

ever ready to put in her oar
comans cause it is characteristic of dalton to work
oaf for womans
bravely toward changing inequitable practices not only broadly in print but specifically
within her own circumstances her belief that god was watching over her in her crusade
simply strengthened her resolve to take action
Dal
tons poem to easterbrooks goes on to state that despite laws which give sole
dalfons
daltons

parental rights to the father mothers are happy to lovingly care for their children and
gladly claim the responsibility but she explains many women want increased
opportunities in the public world of employment as well she ironically suggests to

easterbrooks that he just sit back and relax while industrious women do their work an
option which implies that easterbrooks

and other men

are merely lazy

her message

is that in a world where there is much work to be done surely men can find some

productive industry to occupy their time just as women do
working to keep women down

something other than

70

mother life
dalton is one of many nineteenth century female writers who illuminate the
importance of womens contributions in part by portraying motherhood and domesticity
in their writings

to educate men such as easterbrooks

who apparently have no concept

of what domestic work entails dalton employs an effective strategy used by many
fen
feminists
iinists
1880

making womens work visible she does this in A day of mother life

in this poem she recounts a normal day in the life of a frontier mother it

includes the usual daily routine as well as accidents interruptions and even danger

this

mother hurries from first light until long after the children are in bed and yet she
acknowledges her busy hands and feet would need be faster though they flew

89

after everyone is fed breakfast and dressed the adventures begin baby climbs
forbidden stairs then bumps his precious nose

brother injures his toe and mother

must bandage it while spilled yeast halts her breadmaking
bread making project

her midday meal

preparation is further interrupted by a fire in the woodpile and after returning from
helping to put it out she sees baby has enjoyed his time alone at the table mixing sugar
meat and sauce and tossing glasses on the floor 89

all this leaves no bread or meat

ready for dinner so naturally this is the day husband brings an unexpected guest
to morrows treadmill
it is no wonder at this point the busy mother sighs 1I dread tomorrows

round

why must 1I delve so near the ground 1I long to soar on fairy wings

89

she then stops a moment to reflect 1I almost thought my lot was hard because the
things

id like to do are out of reach

89

although the outline of her favorite

schemes is obscured by clouds of household care

children brings great rewards 89

she realizes that her service to her

she knows as does dalton the harsh reality is that

71

her darlings may not survive to adulthood and she vows
frown

89

she may be tied to their needs at this point in life but it is no sacrifice if

they are happy hale and sweet
homes

if they remain ill never

she resolves leave
lave wider fields for those whose

89

are not with household jewels

thanks that mine are spared me yet

set

89

while 1I before the heavenly throne give

tons gratitude for
dalfons
daltons
this poem which reflects Dal

her own surviving children may seem to contradict her earlier calls for increased
opportunities for outside work and public involvement but they actually dovetail As
many of her contemporaries noted active involvement in politics and public life does not

preclude involvement in the home further women in the nineteenth century were
practical enough to recognize that not all adult women would have a male to provide for
them nor would all wives have a husband who could provide adequately

thus women

needed equitable self supporting wages in a variety of occupations as well as control over
those wages for married women

dalton also addressees specific legal issues which stem from womens role as
mothers As she discusses in her essays one of her issues is womens prerogative to
decide the timing of first pregnancies to increase their babys
babas chances of survival

this

concern grows out of her own loss several of Dal
dalfons
tons poems reveal the painful imprint
daltons
left particularly by the death of her small son charles in 1871 but also from the death of

her infant daughter rosette who lived only a few months in 1874 most of these poems
are efforts at self consolation attempts to see her childrens deaths through an eternal

perspective that could reconcile her heartbreaking loss with the knowledge that her
children are now safely in their heavenly

fathers care

72

dalton strives to articulate her ambivalent feelings in through darkness light

her depiction of her emotional state at the time rings true

1879

broods
it

oer my spirit

not agony but something near

A sense of loss and emptiness

A joy in sorrows sable dress

49

A dread chill gloom

As she reflects on the image of baby eyes

so

violet dark so melting blue in what she thinks must have been a dream she vividly
describes her pain
49

ache

the fount of tears is dry and burning my heart almost too numb to

the dream she has dreamed

joy 1I may not know

does not seem a dream of sorrow

but rather

these are hopes unfulfilled moments of happiness unknown 49

the pain of losing her baby
through in her plaintive cry

whom she calls a gift too rare for earth to hold

oh tender christ give back my child

49

comes

the poem

then turns ending with gratitude that god lent her his child one brief summer

because it made you mine forever

how great reward for little grief 49

she finds
shefinds

solace in knowing that eternal ties promise a reunion in the next life dalton uses no

pronouns here that might indicate specifically who this poem is about although most of
her mourning poems are clearly about little charles but because of the reference to one

brief summer this poem seems to be about rosette

the date of her birth is unclear

born in 1874 but the may 1874 publication of a
anderson states she was probably bom
poem in which dalton describes holding her new daughter and remembering her little

charles would suggest that rosette may have been bom in the spring of that year and
lived just through the summer

21

the omission of identifying pronouns

though makes

this poem more appealing to other mothers reading it all those pioneer women who had
felt the same loss and might be looking for the solace of a comforting connection

21

my two children womens exponent 2

1

may 1874

178

73

stemn ing from motherhood that dalton raises is the
the second legal issue stemming
guardianship of children her reply to easterbrooks makes plain the inconsistency of

asserting that children are womens responsibility because they give birth to them
since god has fixed that the children are ours

nights
then denying them any custodial lights
rights

though man claims them his yes and his all alone
in questionings

are not mine

161

1878

but

she broaches the subject again

conceding to her baby daughter

and even you theyd tell me

dalton argues it makes no sense that a mother who nourishes a new

life with her own and brings it into the world after months of pain and suffering
not have a legal right to the child she bore

government 168

should

she is dismayed that

despite what she calls an admitted fact that a father can scarcely even understand
the utter devotion of a mothers love

the law gives the child to the father alone as an

extension of his ownership of the mother

171

moreover if a couple separates the

child goes with the father unless he can be proved a lunatic a dangerous drunkard or a
felon

171

A father may even execute a will which leaves custody of his children to

someone other than their mother in the event of his death this he can do without his

wifes
cifes knowledge

this is appalling to dalton

a woman whose solicitation for advice from church

leaders on canceling her sealing following her husbands death was largely motivated by

her desire to remain her childrens mother in the hereafter local brethren were
concerned for her eternal standing after charles died because they for unspecified
reasons deemed him an unworthy husband

they urged dalton for her own sake and

the sake of her children to request a sealing cancellation and remarry but dalton would

never consent if severing eternal ties to charles meant she would sever ties to her children

74

that would be too high a price to pay she confesses to a church

in the next life as well

my feelings as a mother are far keener and deeper than my feelings as a wife 1I

leader

am the mother of six children four are still living and two gone before and 1I would not

forfeit my claim to them as their mother for the sake of the best man in

letter to D H cannon 24 aug

1884 2

gods kingdom

knowing that at least two of her children

would achieve the highest glory in the next life because they had died before the age of
abl lity
abi
accountabi
accountability
account

22

dalton would take no action that might jeopardize her privilege of being

their mother

womans
comans
Wo mans sky is clearing
when dalton speaks to her sisters in her early poetry her tenor is upbeat and
hopeful optimism replaces angst celebration supplants polemics in woman arise
1874 she exults that

womans
comans long night of oppression is coming to an end and she

falness of the gospel of jesus
attributes this dawning of a new era to the restoration of the fulness

christ on the earth it is the light of truth which is brightening womens path so long
dark

and is giving them strength to wrestle with wrong which crushing thee crushes

all human

10

she reassures them thy desolate cry through ages gone by

of thy god has ascended
visaged wrong

god has heard their prayers for deliverance from grim

and as she has told them before they must now prepare to take on

greater responsibility

22

10

to the ear

for soon shall

thy penance be ended

10

mormon doctrine teaches that children who die before the age of accountability at age eight will
be saved in the celestial kingdom of heaven because they are without sin doctrine and covenants 137
10

75

her poetic portrayal of womens

lives up to this point is realistic but she is also

confident that the barriers they have faced will as she says be scaled or pulled down by
the united efforts of enlightened people acknowledging their trials she writes

by ignorance bound by custom enwound
in meshes not easily broken

with talents suppressed where brightest and best

thy intellect

seldom has spoken

10

women have been limited in the past but she believes this will change now that christs
church has been restored to the earth with all its teachings which elevate womens status
co equal with man
with eager anticipation dalton proclaims full soon shalt thou stand coequal
10

again she cautions women that equality does not mean they should forfeit their
holy and tender attributes but she maintains confidence in her assertion that

44sweet
sweet

this era of revealed truth means the end of womens oppression

undoubtingly hear this anthem of cheer

the voice of a prophet is singing
oh sister rejoice lift up thy glad voice

the bells of thy freedom are ringing
woman arise

10

23
versiony
slony
sionY
1893
versions
appears in print again in
in a shortened ver
version
it is

nearly two decades later and only two years prior to utahs 1895 bid for statehood with
woman suffrage reinstated as part of its constitution

the poem is signed L L dalton as

were her later contributions so it is likely that she resubmitted the revised version herself

to the march

23

1

exponent from there it was probably selected for the august edition of

womans
comans exponent 21

1

mar 1893

13
1311

76

the beaver woman suffrage associations handwritten paper the equal rights banner

the revisions include a few incidental word changes as well

as the ornis
omission
slon of stanzas
sion

four six eight and nine significantly these are the stanzas which contain Dal
tons list
daltons
dalfons

of womens past difficulties her cautionary statements and her rallying cry of coequality

she may have made the changes simply for aesthetic reasons to refine the poem and
remove redundancies possibly she felt that many of these hurdles had indeed been
overcome thus rendering the stanzas somewhat obsolete if this was her thinking it

would have been heartening indeed for a woman who had worked so tirelessly for

womens progress

umu

our much abused institution
in this final section of poetry dalton turns from the issues which affect all women
to issues which particularly impact mormon women and even more specifically dalton

mormons and the federal government
herself As conflict over polygamy between cormons
escalated in the 1880s dalton was one of many plural wives who defended the principle
in exponent responding to increasingly coercive legal actions against her church her

strategy shifts from polemics to presenting evidence of the positive results of plural
marriage and showing the consequences of government persecution of families who
simply want to follow their religious beliefs
A

little girls view of the mormon question

1885 juxtaposes the outside

world and utah in order to demonstrate the advancement and morality of mormon
communities here a daughter of utah recounts the harsh conditions her forbears faced

77

as they worked to turn the

great basin from and
annd land into a place of bounty crickets
arnd
arid

starvation and poverty are now replaced by shady trees filled granaries and healthy
crops modem technology has brought the telegraph and the railroad and churches and
schools are now plentiful

this young girl is educated

and as she reads about the outside

world she notices that it does not compare well to life in utah

an important measure of the moral caliber of a society is how it cares for
children and the little girl sees that outside of utah the children are being mistreated

I

1I read of poor children who live in the street except what they beg for
she reports 1

theyve nothing to eat no parents or friends to surround them with care and only the
ragg edest clothing to wear
raggedest

49

children are being abandoned by their parents who

presumably can not support them they are left to fend for themselves or are sent to
houses built for the poor

the young narrator further exclaims it

can never be right

for people to leave a poor baby all alone in the night on somebodys doorstep 49

naively she wishes they could all come to utah for I1 know in a week each would find a
good home

49

the speakers

youth prevents her from understanding that these babies

are usually the illegitimate offspring of adulterous men but it is clear that dalton is

making a pointed accusation at the lack of morality among the gentiles A major
argument against polygamy especially among female antipolygamy activists was that it

fostered licentious behavior among men but dalton and others countered that in
actuality polygamy provided an honorable and accountable alternative for mens
sexuality while giving more women the opportunity to become wives and mothers she
does not understand why some people would tolerate sexual depravity such as
prostitution because a man pays for services rendered but condemn as filthy

an

78

avowed marriage for time and all eternity responsible and proud fatherhood and perfect

chastity abroad

As she explains to gentile reader emily

reply to emily scott 152

scott polygamy as we view it is not for the giddy the selfish and the wicked but only
far seeing
for the noble the wise the pure and the farseeing

152

dalton contends that women who are plural wives are as noble and pure as their
monogamous counterparts and their marriages are as important as well she
demonstrates this by depicting a wife whose husband has been torn from the family by
federal raids of mormon communities in sundered

istian marriage service
christian
quoting from the Chi
put asunder

57

she begins the poem by

1888

what god has joined together let no man

this reminder of wedding vows taken immediately suggests a

common bond between mormon and non mormon while pointing out that in the name of

christian virtue mormon marriages are being destroyed by federal intervention this
rhetorical effort to gain the sympathy of her audience is further developed in the body of
the poem

dalton portrays the thoughts of a wife who has been separated from her husband
by the threat of federal authorities she laments

those dear eyes light my home no more 57
who love their spouse can identify
t4reasons
reasons stem prevent her 57

the joy his coming brought is oer
these are emotions with which readers

the wife declares

she would fly to him but

arrest attempts necessitated secrecy among plural

wives As raids increased wives and their children lived apart from their husband and
were forced to deny any connection many went into hiding

the wife confides my

paling lips that fain would press upon his brow a pure caress
name so low that none but god can hear or know

57

may only breathe his

if she should happen to see her

79

husband in public she can scarcely acknowledge him eyes that would lovingly scan his
face are now forbidden to behold him

save with a glance estranged and cold

57

portraying the reality of family separation was a device used in the past by women who
banded together against slavery much as stowes uncle

toms cabin worked to

humanize black slaves for a white audience and to show the tragic effects of slavery

dalton uses this poem to put a face on polygamy she shows the country the impact of
heavy handed actions of the government on lives of ordinary women polygamy then
the heavyhanded
is not an abstract evil to be fought but is part of a religion practiced by faithful people

that dalton

was such a staunch defender of the principle when her own marriage was less

than what she hoped is evidence of her commitment and faith

questionings and answers

two of Dal
tons poems
dalfons
daltons

stand out from her body of work for their painfully honest

search for meaning amidst dashed hopes and affirmation amidst disheartenment
first poem is entitled indian summer

1875

the

cheryl walker observes that indian

summer was a favorite topic for fornineteenth
nineteenth century women poets and she suggests its
juxtaposition of different seasonal moods may have symbolized the ambivalence they
felt about many things in their lives american women poets xxv
xiv

but this poem set in

indian summer moves beyond ambivalence to convey a profound sense of
disillusionment disappointment perhaps even betrayal

the poem begins
mournful cry

with a meditation on natures beauty but soon becomes a

the speaker is relishing the end of a

harvest she has spent her day in idle dreaming

golden day in a halcyon season of
leaving her daily duties to listen to

the sound of faint bells on distant herds and to ponder the soft whisperings of seasons

80

changing anticipating the coming winter causes a change in her mood bringing out
4.4

other deeper tones which strike the hidden strings whence over my souls saddest

music rung

indian summer 81

she tortures

her dull senses to disclose

the

meaning of vague hints of pain and fear that come unbidden to the feast of her repose
81

she no longer trusts this peaceful moment calling ititfalse
false
faise as the hollow truce

when ruthless foes pause but to strike a surer deadlier blow

81

her disillusionment

comes tumbling out as she demands

why must the sweetest dream but wake to fears

the fairest season usher storm and cold

the brightest hopes but end in grief and tears
the loveliest bud a cankerworm

unfold

my heart grows faint my eyes are dim with tears
my youth like some sad ghost before me stands

for all the glorious hopes of those bright years
she grasps but straws in eager empty hands

life seems untrue

to every promise given

and mocks each lofty aim with cruel scorn
oh tell me

is there even truth in heaven

and why oh why were poor frail mortals bom

81

while the poems speaker does not reveal the source of her pain thus preventing the
scholar from guessing Dal
dalfons
tons secret sorrow its omission gives the poem a more
daltons
universal application and allows the reader to step into her shoes to commiserate and to

81

empathize who in times of deepest turmoil has not questioned the meaning of life as

dalton does here perhaps for dalton this crisis of faith was brought on by the
devastating loss of her children

or

as the

poems november 1875 publication date

suggests it may have been related to her sister emmas failed marriage

it was only weeks before this poem appeared that emma petitioned brigham
young for a divorce from charles obliquely citing reasons which pres murdock has
49
kindly informed me you do not require me to state itd
qtd in anderson 148
14849

utahs

liberal divorce laws allowed women to apply for divorce without giving formal grounds
so the fact that emma does not reveal her reasons is not in itself unusual but the

september 12 request becomes more significant when a few months later emma leaves
the church and beaver calling mormonism iniquity and its followers hypocrites itd
qtd
in anderson 149

Dal
dalfons
tons relationship
daltons

with charles remains intact at this point and she

maintains her love and support but her use of language such as distrust and false in

combination with brightest hopes which end in grief and tears hints at broken
promises

despite this crisis of faith Dal
dalfons
tons poem concludes with a feeling of renewal and
daltons
resolve a sense that she must commit to god those things over which she has no control
and continue to believe that there is a divine plan she repents her doubts and reaffirms

her commitment to trust in the lord

and thou whose just will hid from mortal sight
I1 dared to weakly question even now

forgive and lead my faltering steps aright

and like thy mountains may 1I never bow

82

neath cloud or storm but steadfast and serene
through good and ill still patiently await
whatever in thy wisdom thou dost deem
Is for thy loving child a fitting fate

81

Dal
dai tons most honest and poignant
ofdaltons
the second poem is one of
dalfons
daltons

leads to a crucial revelation in questionings

and its publication

1878 dalton attempts to work through

monnon
mon non culture because of her religions
the inconsistencies she encounters within mormon
paradoxical teachings of equality and hierarchy and because of the ways in which fallible
humans manifest these teachings in their actions she struggles to gain confirmation of
what she believes in her heart to be true but does not always see evidence of

that god

loves his daughters as much as he loves his sons and that women can have an unmediated
personal relationship with him
in this very personal poem an intimate moment between a mother lucinda

and

her newborn daughter is shared As the baby nestles near her heart the mother tells her
wo mans destiny of deep humiliations longings
womans
that she longs to shield her from comans
vain

outreachings
ings for the light above
and blind outreach

161

she explains that as women

they are bidden to the last and lowest seats at the masters table and receive but

fragments of the royal feast

161

while men may follow christ they say women must

follow them

our brother creatures

in their haughty strength

claim all the higher places for their own

and say the gentle master them has sent

to bid us come no nearer to IFEs
his throne

83

they say that from their hands we must receive

the bread of life which they may ask of him
though they may follow him to love and serve

we must but love and serve and follow them

for a woman of great spirituality such

161

as dalton the thought that she could not approach

divinity in service and devotion without a male intercessor would have been

heartbreaking it is clear she is specifically talking about members of her religion because
the next lines describe that which awaits the faithful male followers of christ in

distinctly mormon terms

he rewards his own with wondrous powers with honors

kingdoms crowns and lives divine

161

the final

two lines of this stanza suggest that

women come to these rewards only as hangers on and as noted before that they have no
direct claim to their children

we may have naught our very lives be theirs and even

you theyd tell me are not mine

161

post mortal existence when two
dalton explained this tragic misconception of postmortal

her reasons for disdaining marriage she records in her
years earlier she wrote some of
other
autobiography

1I

had been told in express terms by some blind leaders of the blind that

the kingdom here and hereafter belonged only to man and that woman enjoyed its gifts
and blessings only in sufficient degree to make her mans efficient servant and that

looked to me not worth striving for

17

once she discerned the falseness of this

statement she recognized that marriage had the potential to become the equal partnership
she hoped for

84

the poem continues with the mother pleading with her baby daughter
46so
so

lately seen his face

who has

for confirmation of womans
comans unmediated relationship with

christ
may we no longer touch his garments hem

without a brothers hand outstretched between
es
Es life giving voice but quicken them
Ilhis
will IEs
TBEY break our dream
and leave us sleeping till THEY

Is servitude our everlasting doom

een
fen high as mans hopes may we not aspire
because we here sit in the lowest room

will christ neer call us daughter come up higher

161

in the peaceful look on her babys
babas face she finds assurance that christ who himself
gave the magdelen
361
161
bliss igi
161

his precious word will end the cankering doubts in perfect

dalton was willing to ask difficult questions as she worked through the

inconsistencies around her some of which undoubtedly came from misconceptions and
ideas brought from former religions through the process though she remained hopeful

most important she remained faithful to her religion and her god
in writing this poem dalton allows readers both female and male to see and

consider the pain that results from broadly brushed pronouncements of superiority made
by haughty men

questionings is not argumentative as are some of her poems yet it

presents evidence from her personal experience in effect Dal
tons poem invites readers
dalfons
daltons
to identify with the speaker helping them to see a reality they may never have

considered

particularly if they are male

this identification

can be especially

85

effective rhetorically and as burke asserts it can lead to a dialectic in which one voice
acts upon another in cooperative competition resulting in views transcending the

limitations of each

rhetoric 203

Dal
dalfons
daltons
tons questionings prompted a swift answer

the following month from another exponent contributor and the two women engaged in
the very type of dialectic burke describes

esther ann birch bennion who wrote poetry for exponent under the pseudonym
query

21
24
also spelled queery elsewhere responded immediately to dalfons
Dal
lament
tons
daltons

she acknowledges that it is well known that man has carped and warped a woman

to suit his selfish needs

sphere

s

but she argues the fault is partly womans
comans because

she renders service to others so liberally and freely that man thinks her lack of agency is

to lu dalton

proved

177

she cautions dalton

0 breathe no thought of doubt in

thy babes ears nor tell her thy chafed
chafee hearts bewildering fears for
lessons she will have to leam
learn

177

too soon hard

instead she advises her to teach her daughter to

trust in god and his plan for women and men in mortality further she pointedly
suggests that if a husband is following the teachings of christ a woman should want no
more than to trust in his righteous leadership she ends with the affirmation that
ultimately there will be no need to assert
have perfect liberty

our rights because in gods realm all will

177

Dal
dalfons
tons reply to query appearing in the next issue is significant she states
daltons

that she is not alone in her questionings and she assures query that her concerns do not
stem from her own difficulty in marriage to an authoritarian husband she writes

tis not my own and single woe
24

bennion

from all my precious sisterhood apart that stirs

thanks to bruce jorgensen for his assistance in making the connection between query and

86

such depth of feeling in my breast

to query
as well

185

tear drops from my heart
and wrings such bitter teardrops

there are others who share her concerns and she is speaking for them

but dalton defends her husband charles as a man worthy of respect who does

not fling a scornful word to wound a sister soul nor assert regal authority over his
wife 185

instead he deems the marriage vow a pledge divine

equal joys and powers
185

of mutual

bonds and

including the acknowledgment of joint guardianship of children

whatever his shortcomings may have been charles had an egalitarian view of

marriage dalton then makes the important assertion that equality between husband and
wife exemplifies the celestial relationship of a divine father and mother to which

mormons
cormons aspire

does man so far excel that he dare boast
1I

am your head

and still say god is just

nay call this truth upon a single throne

the king and queen together reign as one
on a rhetorical

185

level this exchange is significant because the cooperative competition

within these womens dialogue results in an understanding that approaches a truth both
poets can embrace by considering the implications of each others statements and

responding accordingly they work toward the nucleus of their faith

cormons
that mormons

believe divinity consists of an exalted couple who act in perfect harmony and full
equality if then righteous women and men are working toward this model they must
begin here in mortality

this is the conclusion dalton herself calls truth

every issue that lu dalton is working for equal rights equal custody of
children self sovereignty opportunities for work agency to choose civic participation

87

and suffrage
women

all these stem from her belief in the divine equality between men and

for dalton

all temporal issues she addresses are representative of and are a

measure of the worlds progress toward this goal in these lines from woman
she refers to

eves consequences

censure of god

1893

when she writes that women are first to fall under the

last to receive a full pardon

107

but she also clings to this idea

that daughter and son god will equally own when made pure and redeemed from the
fall

addendum 138

she believes that at some point in time when all things are

restored to their proper order women will realize their true potential and receive their
reward she writes

so a day cometh

a glorious day

early perfection restoring

then woman who loves een through sorrow and shame the crown of a queen will be
wearing

woman 107

dalton understood her religion to be a part of that restoration

of order but she wanted it to occur in this life not just in the hereafter

88

conclusion

Dal
tons poems and essays stand as a record of the inequities
daltons
lu dalfons

nineteenth

century women faced and their heroic efforts to maintain a sense of grace even as they
worked to change their circumstances her carefully reasoned arguments effectively
expose the flaws in existing laws and customs she understands that not all disparities
women experience are inflicted out of malice or ill intent but are often the product of
social and political systems in need of reform she succinctly explains

men in

general do oppress women in general even if unintentionally because the frame work of
laws and the network of customs under which they live will have it so

woman

suffrage 86

dalton is compelled to help correct those discrepancies by enlightening men and
uplifting women

her efforts to bring about necessary changes through her writing

require her to use a variety of rhetorical strategies reason persuasion humor irony and
identification she makes womens work visible and argues its worth she educates her

reader by thoroughly examining the consequences of specific laws such as the common
law and antipolygamy legislation she demonstrates the inconsistency of putting women
in a domestic sphere and then keeping the custody of her primary responsibility

children

in

mens hands she recognizes that many problems of her time grow out of

interpretations of the story of the garden of eden and mother

eves role there and that it

will take time to overcome the hierarchical ordering of men and women that many

insisted was a consequence of the fall but dalton believes that she can expedite that day

if she can only help people recognize womens true worth and potential

89

dalton further realizes that women must actively take part in their own
emancipation instead of sitting on the sidelines and waiting for those in power to
recognize womens plight she sees the necessity of calling women into dialogue over
issues which impact their lives and toward that end she encourages them to become

thoroughly educated on all subjects and to speak out boldly dalton sets the example
herself through the pages of exponent as she responds to issues to other writers and to
politicians she allows her own pain to be seen publicly to reveal the results of
insensitivity on both the personal and institutional level and through a dialogical
process she works with at least one reader toward revelations of truth
Dal
dalfons
tons faith and perseverance shine through her poems and essays although
daltons

her own marriage was a disappointment she clings to the idea that women and men can
work together to make marriage an equal partnership in which both husband and wife

continue to grow intellectually and spiritually she knows that with an enlightened
husband a wife can preserve her identity and her self sovereignty Dal
dalfons
tons religion
daltons

womans emancipation a recognition of her spiritual equality her
provides her the key to comans
intrinsic value and her moral agency in practical application it offers her greater
involvement and authority in the home in church in the workplace and in politics

dalfons
tons political writing against the backdrop of her life and her
daltons
to see lu Dal
religion allows the reader to understand her motivations

politics are intertwined public and private are circular
shaping the other

for this woman religion

and

each category informing and

at the core of her religious belief and her political activism lies a

model of divine equality it is the ideal which urges her onward in her quest for equality
in the temporal world she is fully cognizant of where women have been where they are

90

and where they are headed and she believes her words can help them achieve their divine
potential she clearly and powerfully synthesizes and articulates her vision in a final
poem called simply woman

woman is first to know sorrow and pain

last to be paid for her labor
first in self sacrifice last to obtain
justice or even a favor

first to greet lovingly man at his birth

last to forsake him when dying
first to make sunshine around his hearth

last to lose heart and cease trying

last

at the cross of her crucified

lord

first to behold him when risen
first to proclaim him to life restored
bursting from deaths gloomy prison

god like prize
first to seek knowledge the godlike

last to gain credit for knowing
first to call children a gift from the skies

last to enjoy their bestowing

91

first to fall under the censure of god

last to receive a full pardon
cha stening rod
first to kiss meekly the chastening

thrust from her beautiful garden

first to be sold for the wages of sin

last to be sought and forgiven
first in the scorn of her dear brother man

last in the kingdom of heaven

so a day cometh a glorious day
early perfection restoring

sin and its burdens shall be swept away

and love flow like rivers outpouring

then woman who loves een thro sorrow and shame
weaning
wearing
jing
the crown of a queen will be wea

and love freed from lust

a divinely pure flame

shall save our sad earth from despairing

that latter

day work is already begun

the good from the evil to sever
the word has gone forth that when all is done
the last shall be first

forever
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selected poems by lu dalton
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womans
comans sphere
womans
tell me what is comans

sphere
what path was she designed to tread
what may she hope what must she fear
what may she do and what must dare
to win her daily dole of bread

must she TO PROVE SHE HAS A SOUL
fling gentle attributes away

and where black war clouds darkly roll
and deaths red banners float enroll
her kindred humankind to slay
best fitted for the sword or pen
are womens slender stainless hands
the one devours the life of men

the other helps him back again

to heavens bright

celestial lands

Is comans
womans mission strife or peace
her fittest task to wound or heal
to rivet fetters or release
woes
boes weary victims and increase
mans power to fight and conquer ill

or say you

do I1 look too high
and ope for her too wide a door
must she not turn her longing eye
on anything beneath the sky
beyond her small domestic lore
Is she but fit to sweep and sew
to spread her masters table well
to go and come to come and go
on one unvaried round and grow
in nothing good if nothing ill

has she no mind to cultivate

no heart for fatherland to glow
no intrest
in trest in the future fate
increst

of sons and daughters

that her state
Is almost slavery vile and low

in womans
comans hand her god has placed
his dearest and most sacred care
with lofty aspirations graced
while attributes and motives chaste
for her high destiny prepare
As idle tools will surely rust
neglected harps lose perfect tone
so human powers howeer
homeer august
when left without improvement just
dwindle till usefulness is gone
As plants untended droop and fade
and weeds choke out most precious seed
so womans
comans mind a desert made
by long suppression needs the aid

of cultivation broad and deep
her wisdom makes her son more wise
her courage makes her daughter brave
and is the light of her fond eyes
whose hope in their bright future lies
will loftier thoughts their spirits lave

comans sphere
let womans

then not be small
her powers developed not confined
her intellect will body all
emancipated from the thrall
which far too long has round them twined

whatever well she can perform
whatever she aspires to do
Wh
whatever
whateer
ateer expands protects from harm

or gives her life an ample form
Is well

0 man

thrice well for you

when your minds culture is complete
your nature polished and refined

for mate in life

tis surely meet
you have a soul not simply sweet
but strong and noble heart and mind

no shadow charming toy or slave
can ever be companion true

with heart and hands with petty cares

so overfull she cannot gain

to fit her for her duties grave

that culture which alone prepares

more light and room must woman have
to walk side by side with you

fit to adorn a lofty plane

your children thus will nobler be

since on the souls of men her seal
in fadeless characters is set

their powers thrice be multiplied
historys
torys page and see
for turn to his
the heros mother it was she

oh let her know behold and feel

who made him worthy of our pride

Human itys sweet heirs
to mold humanitys

the glorious crown of mortal weal

her god upon her brow has set

womans
comans exponent 2 15 dec 1873 106
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answer to what are we men to do
by R W easterbrooks exponent april 15th 1876
it seems gentle sir you are somewhat afraid
your strong minded sisters may step from their sphere
and some of your precious MENS RIGHTS may invade
excuse me a moment to wipe off this tear
you fear their activity given full sway
would really monopolize industries all
you flatter them sir in so happy a way
1I bow you my thanks in behalf of them all

youd gladly exchange work if only you could
exceptional man if you mean what you say
1I neer knew another admit that he would
but babies need feminine mothers you say
quite true bless the babies they really do need
those same female mothers fond patient and true
to nourish and cherish and all their wants heed
but though this is much is it all that we do

you speak of the babes with the satisfied air

of one who has cited the catalogue through
but the leisure for study were they our sole care
might lift us in intellect ALMOST to you
tis thus that our labors have always been scorned
the little admitted which gives them their breath
men smile at the burdens so patiently borne
though we know their weight often crushes to death

scant praise and less pay have resolved us at last

to try some employments man claims for his own

we like them

they pay us the time being past
to tremble at shadows the barriers thrown
around us by man we will scale or pull down
denying his right to prescribe every sphere
to say after fixing our limits all round
my sphere is unbounded but yours is just here

but since god has fixed that the children are ours
though man claims them his yes and his all alone

we gladly and proudly will pluck the sweet flowers
transplanted to earth from the foot of his throne
and if you scorn the needle the washboard and broom
As much as is probable being a man
if mong the worlds workers you cannot find room
1I then would suggest
not advise mind this plan

you shall sit in the shade 1I will plant you a tree
fold your hands shut your eyes hang your feet on a chair
and lighting the soothing and odorous weed
puff blue balmy clouds on the plain common air

and while those poor females who would have their way
in pursuit of their work hurry breathlessly past
half open your eyes and with gentleness say
thank heaven ive found out my true sphere at last

womans
comans exponent 5

1

jul 1876

17
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woman arise

oh woman arise this glow in the skies
Betokens the advent of morning
betokens
thy spirit should smile exulting the while
in the day which has published its warning

its glory shall shine in splendor divine
allun
illumine
ne
thy path so long dark to illun
and render thee strong to wrestle with wrong
which crushing thee crushes all human

thy desolate cry through ages gone by

to the ear of thy god has ascended

he bids thee prepare thy armor to bear
for soon shall thy penance be ended

thy folly lay by

bid vanity fly
and trifling and cowardice follow
on purposes high with calmly fixed eye
blandish ments hollow
disdain pleasures blandishments
flat is just
in god be thy trust his fiat
he hears all thy passionate pleading
still cling to his hand hell teach thee to stand
upholding chastising and leading

by ignorance bound by custom enwound
in meshes not easily broken
with talents suppressed where brightest and best
thy intellect seldom has spoken

thy heart true and

warm in every form
have pain and pale sorrow attended
and grim visaged wrong has trampled thee long
but soon shall its triumph be ended
equal with man
coequal
full soon shalt thou stand co

untrammeled yet faithful and lowly
triumphantly meek resistless though weak
guidess
guiless and holy
A conqueror gutless

when no more a slave be noble and brave

but keep thy heart holy and tender

all attributes sweet be wary to keep
nor yield them to grandeur and splendor

thy champions

though few are valiant and true
and swiftly their numbers are swelling
lo in the air
then never despair for 10
pure light is the darkness dispelling

undoubtingly hear this anthem of cheer
the voice of a prophet is singing
oh sister rejoice lift up thy glad voice
the bells of thy freedom are ringing

womans
comans exponent

3 15

june 1874
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indian summer

and thou whose just will hid from mortal sight
dared to weakly question even now
forgive and lead my faltering steps aright
and like thy mountains may 1I never bow
neath cloud or storm but steadfast and serene
through good and ill still patiently await
whatever in thy wisdom thou dost deem
Is for thy loving child a fitting fate
1I

fair indian summer mellow calm and sweet
another of thy golden days is done
in mystic silence glide thy viewless feet
while sinks again to rest thy gorgeous sun
the herds faint lowing from the meadow dells
floats like an echo on the dreamy air
the mellow tinkle of their distant bells
suggests faint music from cathedrals fair

the husbandman rejoices in the store
which he from bounteous mother earth hath won
and smiling plenty blesses oer and oer

the sturdy toiler whom she calls her son
my days drift by in idle dreaming spent
unheeding daily duties left undone

this halcyon season seems a riddle sent
which 1I all vainly waste my moments on

the soft air whispers

strange mysterious things
of summer gone and winter yet to come
and other deeper tones which strike the strings
whence over my souls saddest music rung
1I torture my dull senses to disclose
the meaning of vague hints of pain and fear
like wild unrest behind this sweet repose
or storm winds closing in the smiling year

why must the sweetest dream but wake to fears

the fairest season usher storm and cold
the brightest hopes but end in grief and tears
the loveliest bud a cankerworm unfold
my heart grows faint my eyes are dim with tears
my youth like some sad ghost before me stands
for all the glorious hopes of those bright years
she grasps but straws in eager empty hands

life seems

untrue to every promise given
and mocks each lofty aim with cruel scorn
oh tell me is there even truth in heaven
and why oh why were poor frail mortals bom
my weak and wavering gaze now sadly roves
to rest upon yon mountains waving line
their calm majestic grandeur of repose
rebukes this childish restlessness of mine

their sentry pines each lofty summit crown
their ripening woods and thickets redly gleam
and from their fruitful chambers trickle down

to bless the vale

full many a sparkling stream
the low red light gilds every dome and swell
in tender shade the bosky hollows rest
oh restful hills teach me your lesson well
in blessing others we are doubly blest
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questionings
sweet woman child that nestles near my heart
bird lings in the nest
with downy touch like birdlings
what magic came with you to heal the smart
and kindle joy instead within my breast
womans weakness here 1I lie
brought low with comans
and gaze upon my treasure bought with pain
comans destiny
and pity you for womans
and long to shield as mothers long in vain

life seems so hard to such as we my love
an endless round of weakness toil and pain

of deep humiliations

longings vain
outreach ings for the light above
and blind outreachings
we love and suffer daily offer up
our hopes our lives our all that we can give
self sacrifice we drain as nectar cup
for others only we are taught to live

were bidden to the last and lowest seats
the masters servants at his table spread
and given but fragments of the royal feast
while with the rarest viands some are fed
our brother creatures in their haughty strength
claim all the higher places for their own
and say the gentle master them has sent
to bid us come no nearer to his throne

they say that from their hands we must receive

the bread of life which they may ask of him
though they may follow him to love and serve

we must but love and serve and follow them
while he rewards his own with wondrous powers
with honors kingdoms crowns and lives divine

we may have naught our very lives be theirs
and even you theyd tell me are not mine
oh darling you have lately seen his face
and in his presence felt no diffidence
oh tell ere you forget or my heart break
if now you are forever banished thence
if after we have worn his crown of thorns
and borne like him the cross with bleeding feet

to touch our outstretched hands he eer will scorn
or send

not bring the balm of healing sweet

may we no longer touch his garments hem
without a brothers hand outstretched between
will his life giving voice but quicken them
and leave us sleeping till THEY break our dream
Is servitude our everlasting doom
uen
een
fen high as mans hopes may we not aspire
because we here sit in the lowest room
will christ neer call us daughter come up higher

your mild sweet saintly eyes look into mine
A slow rapt smile breaks over your small face
your lips keep silence solemn sweet divine
but in your beatific look 1I trace

A glad assurance that the lowly lord
whose feet the magdalen might bathe and kiss
who gave not sent to her his precious word
will end the cankering doubts in perfect bliss
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to query
and

all my dear sisters

in

zion

day
today
all the mothers are abroad to

guiding tiny feet along the way
crowning tender brows with garlands gay

but among the mothers we shall meet
pausing oft to favor little feet
none will be so blest as 1I my sweet

none among the children

is so fair

As my baby with her golden hair
aur eoles the angels wear
like the aureoles

florence percy

dear friend come lay your cool hand on my brow
come count the measured beatings of my heart
and know tis not my own and single woe
from all my precious sisterhood apart

that stirs such depth of feeling in my breast
drops from my eyes
teardrops
and wrings such bitter tear

for mine

too

the noble mate of soul possessed
great too true to wear such selfish guise

not his the tongue a scornful word to fling

to wound a sister soul and rankle there
not his the heart to whisper I1 am king
and she my subject now and evermore
not he says haughtily this child is mine
but tenderly and proudly it is ours
and deems the marriage vow a pledge divine

of mutual bonds

and equal joys and powers

womans strength and heavy is her load
frail comans
but true her heart and full of love and trust
does man so far excel that he dare boast
1 I am your head and still say god is just
nay call this truth upon a single throne
the king and queen together reign as one

no mine

no thine no first nor last be known
but we desire our fathers will be done

7th
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